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The purpcs~f tbis study ·was ' to examin~ the similari-
. . 'f 
. ties ·and differ~hces of proficient arid• less profic£ent 1· •. 
.. 
fc:>Urth-grade .readers in .the:i,r: ~tiliz_ation of the _grapho-








. ·.' ·i ' ·' . 
____ ( ~: Ten s.tudel}ts·. from two .grade . four cfasses whos'e com-







1 • • 
· . · prehension scores on .the Gates-MacGinitie Readin~ Test~ 




. ' ' ' ' . • - • ' '"' I ' ' . • .. 
. 0.965} . fel'l .b.etween 4.2 and 4. 7 ...and between .4 . 9 and ~~~-_.were 
~-
the study.· The less-- p~ofic'ient gro·up· was :-
. . · ·\ . . ' :: _-· .. . . - . . ·- ~> ---- ~ "-.... . 
the five students with s~ores between 4. 2- and; . 
. . ·i . ,. , . . I . ~'-.._,........._ 
' selected 'for 
_comprised o~ I • 
·. proficient group was the five 'students between (')-..... :--... 
. . ........ 
. ..... .. • 
· 4 ·.7 , · and . the 
4 . -9 and 5 ·• 4. · 
The ' students read o~~lly the ) story ·"Space Pet , " 
.. , 
.• 
selec'ted 'from the.·Reading Miscue Inventory (Y. r·aoodma.n & . 
c. Burke, 197 2) ~ · Each ch~lq.. was ··asked to retell as much of 
- --- - - -
'the stdry as possible . The ~ead~ng and retelling· of the 
.,.. 
·story were audiotaped·. The wri tt~r listened . to the tape for 
I 
each child ~n order. to, accurately .. record 'all riliscue~, and 
~ "' · 
to_ w~ite do~n. the s;ory vefbatim for ea9h child . 
' .. \.. ~- . . "' 
The mi'scues for each group .were e xamined 'in terms ·,-of 
. . 
the amount of .graphophonic simi~arity, 
' tactically a'nd,. semanticalil.y acce ptable 
·~ . . . 
. . .,. : ~ ' ' .. . . .,.. ~ 
the pe~ent of syn-
miscue~ the perc ent 
' . ............. ... 
I 
1: 
... .. ' 
. \~ 
of 'misc(ues corrected, . and the e xtent to which each group's . 
... .. \ \ 
. .~. . . . 
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pres~nted. : The 'f'indings indicated that both groups 'of. · 
' .. ~, ~ , .. _ ~ .. ; .·. > ( 
.· . ' 
. 
readers · utilized the cueing· systems, but they did not use 
th~in -~q~ally·. .JBo.th· .th~ ~roficien~· -~nd l~;s profici~nt . 
• I ' • ' ' .. • 
: groups·' relieQ. ~ore •' heavii~ on the. graphophonic system than. on 
! • , • • • • 
ei.ther .the syntactic or th~ sem~ntic. ·"The less .proficient i ' . . . b 
re·aders, · however, .used the graphophonic system inore: exten-:-
. . . I . . 
\ / . . . . . 
~i~ely than qid th~ proficient(readers. Thel prof~G~en~ 
. . \ . !,,, <P' " 
i ~ ''••~ . . • . 
ireade~s produced ~~~e· syn~actically '\~d semahtical~y accept-
.. ~le~~m~~~~es ·than _.did; the·· .le~s ~~~~iri'i~nt . ~ead~r·s. · The 
/ tpro:ic~.~-~t .. ·r·e.ade~ij, ~9rre~t~d a .. nigher p~-~~en~age . of m'iscues' 
j ,and -~~educed fe~er ~isc~~~· r~sul~i-~g~~n ~e~~ing ~ha~ge than ' 
i 
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Background- of the-Study, 
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; <), ~ 
. 1967; Hoc~be_rg· &:· Brook~·, 1970; Venesky &_ .. Calfee, 19,70 ·r: ·· 
t •• f.., ~ ' ' i '. . 
. proficient reading 'does not · ·~esul;t from' a":_f;)recise perception· 
.: ' , ; · :, , 3 _. • ' ~ . . , ; '• .... . "· , . , .. . . , a .. 
·10.f ·lette:r;s_ and · wor~s. :· .Rather, . the 
1 
prt?ficient' reader is an 
'_ ' , , / I " f • ' '. • • ' •' • • • ~ : 
~.ct:-i ve; . par~ic~pant: in :t~e · 'rea_ding .pro9es~~ . in which he/she 
• •• ' • - • • • • f ~ • • ' • , • • • • 
. . uses."~_is/hElf cognit~v:e and linguistic knowled9J, . utilizes 
.. . . . . .. : ' . . - ' . . \ . 
· the ·sources of information : av~ilable to him/her, and th~s, 
.•,;.,-~ . '7\-. ' ·. ' ' ·. . . • . . . .. . 






•" . .. 
... 
I . 1 
··-
"' · 
' " • 
' ~,;;. ;: ~ 
' 
.' . .· . ' .. . ' . . 41 
\• 
._regresses(if necessary in·· order to ~ring- m~aning. to the Jj ~-: 
· 'text. · 
' .. 
In the past, rea~iq9 was. viewed as a precise pr~cess 
. . ' 
· which involved being able to identify letters, , words·, and 
• \ • • t:-, • • 
lar9er ·units ' ~f language (Beebe, 1976b)'. · The emphasis was ·on 
' . . • r • " -
.. 
phonic::s a~ wo.rd re009~~;Uon· skills rather thari .on Feading for I 
. •' . -} ~ · , .  . . ' ' . ' .. . . ' 
.lmeanin9 on · v~rious comp~~ttension levels. Spache {1964), in 
f • • • • .·, , • 'f ' • 
·, offerin~ defini~io.~s of · ~e~·~-~~9,~-~z:esel)ted ·~s ' orie .definitfon ~" 
that reading 11 is •a •perceptual 'a.ct .---:· Thus i:n . it~· simpl~st form,-
. .,· ~ ·-·~ ., ' •'v , • · .. I' . 
·. ~eadin<J may be ·considered a feri'es _of word perception~ 11 
' ' " . . . . . . 
.. (.p. 12)' • . Iri ·cross-compatin'g the .,iews o.f · linguists .who 
. asserted that ~hey ~er~ a~plyi~~ . linguisti~~ .to r~-a-~;in9, 
( 
.Bartowiak (1967) SU99ested that Bloomti e1d reduq~d r eading 
• '" I ' • ' ' • 
·.·· 
'• 
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. . ' ! . . . . ' 
~o 'simply· sound/~etter .. )rel atl.o.nship$ and ' ·that for· ·P~'ies 
. ' . . ' . 
' ' 
. . . : '1 
~the most imp0rtant ~teQ1in :'11a/r.ning,,to ':read invo~~es_._ ~ · 
ci7ar~ aut. unders'l;anding of the re·latioh.shjt> ·of ·spe.lling . · .' 
. \ . . ·' . 
2' 
. ' ' • ' • I I • I • • ' • ' 
patterns to word patterhs · of the language" (p. 3B7l. ·A'ccord-
. . , ' -• r ~ . . • •. . •, ' 
,. . . .. . \ ' 
ing t~ Jensen (19'72 .l.., various "lingui..st.ic"- appr~a~bes.tQ. 
. - . . . 
r.ea<1in'! emerged fro~ the .work of ·Bl<?oll!field' ( 192~) ,· and · 
. ' - .' ·. ,. ·' . . . . . . late~- . from :Fr·(es. ·( 1:9¥>3). _: _Although -~-e: "lin_«iui:=~ti<;:'' .· ·· :· > ,· J' 
' . ..: .. '. . \ . . . . ~ . . .. . · .. · . . .. . . 







' . . .. ·-. . . . : . . . . . . .. ·. .  .. ; -~ . . ~ . - ·-..  : . . . :~ :· .... --~·--~ . .,. .. · . .. ·,;_ ·. ' ... > . 
· basi.cally. they were: pho'nics ·programs. . ·The·'·proficie:nt ·readei'· . . ; · · 
. - . -~ . .. : . '· .. .. '.;-.-:.- .. · ' . ~ - ') \ < · .. ' : .: . .. ' .. :. ·.· : ... ' . . r-·:·> 
w~s ~vie~~~ -a_s one ~~o · P:r.~~;cEld· ~~:t~. -acc~racy th,at . \\'h,1~ ~~-s ·. ,. ' :. · ~ .. j :. 
· · - ~in : print.- .. 
. . 
.. ~ ' · , ¥ ~ I P• , ' , • 
ou.r;ing ·_ th~ 19.6.0's, theories of 'readirig ~· began ~b -' b~ :· 
cons.tructed . on ··th~ . ~a si-s .. o~ -psycho~~ngJfst;cs ~- t~·e· . stqdy· of· · ... . 
. ./\ . : / . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . '• . ,, . . . 
.. . •. 
I: , 
.; . 
. ' • '· .... 
th~ i~terr~Jftior!.'hi~. 6~: thought . and . ~~ri_guage ~ psych~~ · . 
. •• , ' t • • • .. • : • f f ) • 
one -tlJ_'at · mainta:ins t.l;u~t read- .. linguist}c vi~w of r~ading is : . ·.\ ·' . 
. ' ' . . 
. /~ . . . . 
in.g .isl fnore than . graph~ph~n:j.,c. proce.ssing ~ ·: ~a'l:her i . it· · · · 
' ' ' \ • ' I • : • ' ~· •' '• • • •I • ·, ' ' • ' ' 
poncer~ itself wi t(l: the . funct ion'·. of all the ·iangu~ge . sys~ . 
' ' , I · ' . . 
'. · ... ;.' .. . l· . ~ . 
' . ~ . 





• I , , · T • ~· : , • ,. "- ~ , • 1 . ,- ' -~, • • ' ·~~ , 
·terns ('·i.e., phonology, . syntax, · and s·eman-tics·J •. : . Th.us: 1:n· · ·,, " ... • .. 
" · • • • :·. : • 0 ' . • l ~ • ; . . • : . . . , .• 
• • • • I • • I . .• ~ . ' · . . 
read~ng instroction we ·have ·.s·een ~ the _emphasis·:on meaning. ·, ~· : :-.··· .~·: . -~ · .. . · 
. . ·. . . . . •. . . . . . . .. ' . . . . ~ ·~ . . .• . . . ·. :. . ~ . . . . - . ~ ~ . . '. '·.. . . . .. 
~ . Vene~ky and ~alf~~- ( ~~.~0~~·,·~.~~ ~-th~.~:· :o~~~ .. ?f .· t~,e .. .-.~.e~di.~~· . . _ .. ·.·. ·. . : ~ - .. ' ·: ·.'· j~- ;_:·: 
process, hypothesJ.zed -t:ha~ the . reader searche~ fo.r · t .pe, · : . ·· · . . ' · .-
. t •. • . . • ) ''· ~~4 . ' ' . \ . ' : • . ; . . . . . . ·. ' . ·~ ~ • • ' l· •' . 
la.r;g~s~ r9.~it th;at .he c~n i?en~~-f.y '·a~d _int'~~~~t·e ·0· _ H~- -~~k~~- ·-.. ·.·.<,._: .. ·_,~ ... :··: ~-. · ..
p'tedi ctions . based bn his experi.en,c~s; ~n. ·.hj_.,s .kriow;L_~~.9e . of . : ~·:· . .. ·, · · 
' • ' , ' _. ' • ~ ' • f ~ • ' .~ .. ' ~ "' • : ' · ' j • • ' · . '• • . '', ' I , 1'\ ;~• ' t • I ' • ' ' 
·language, and on the·. context qf the· materi-al. l;le is r~·ading. . · ' ·· .· 
. :· . .. . I • . . . ' :- .. ' , ' . · ' . ·' ·. ' : · . • • • · . ·· · : ' . • : ' . •. . . ,· • ,, · . Iii ~ • 0 
• Whef ; t~e.s~ s~.urces ·of information· a,r .e in~uf{~:;ient, \he ·;~hen ··. ':' : . ·i_· .: '/ ·r:.· 
utilizes'·hi,.s ;i~·for~a'tion- f rom the' grap.hophon~c - syst~~ - of . .. ,.-. . :·. · . . : . 
' ' ' \ • • ~' /,....' ' • o ' 1 ' ' , ,', ' ' ' ', ,' : ,;' • t ' ',I ·,· ~ ' o : ' • 
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HochYerg and Brooks .(i97o.> conten'Qed · t.hat "the . 
.. . '· 
. ~ ' . - ..;__ · .. 
- -·- ···-·. ,·-. . \ 
. '• ~ 
0 .' ·! 
.· ;~ 
·'· 
skj:lled .reader . •:sa.ntples 1 ~ th~ ··in ordeJ? to.· ~ev~~op' · · 
' ' • .. ' J fl ' • • "',."': • ~ ' • ' ' I I " t:. ' ! ' ·, ' ' • • '.' r •' :: 
.hypo~s abc;mt ~h~t .~he next. strln? - ~f • ~ymbols c·oris~ si! · 6.~ -~ · -~ -· ·· · . :~ 
and .. to test those expectations .·at apPr.opriate }?faces ~urther • · :: 
• 7: • ~ ~ l •' "' ' • : ' ' ' • • I • '• : • ' ' ' '• .'!{ ' 
. ~-a·~~~~ ·.i~-- ~~~ - te~xt" 'fP· .395)~ . ~~~empt~.n·~- t~. ··rea_~- :! . ~e~ _ .. . o · (}' 
· -lEl~ters:._at . a t·im~ ~ ~r · ~o:r;d ·.by· wo-~d:. ·r~~qi.ng,. fr.eq.ueritly '_ .· . . .. .. _ ( 
. .. ""\'.·:· .' ' ~ . .. : ,·· ·; ' .· .. 'i' .. · .... · ~ ·-:· . .-.' : .. .... .. ... ..... .... . . :_ ..... :_: .. :. ·: ·.·." '.(:' 
· r~SUlb~ . ·~n ·lOSS Of meaning . and • inter-fe:J:~&--Wi~t-h__:.the•rreader IS . : . . , , . ·. i 
't : _,'' ~ ' < • ' I o • ', ' ·:- I ' : \ \ ~ \ ' ,, ' : L' ' o " :" ' ·: • ~ ' ' • • • ' o : · • ' • .,.;, , • ' ' o ~ • 
. :compre'he~s'i'ori<': ' _~he aim" ~n 'r~Ciin.g'. s_ho\ild · ~e t() t_ake in a·~~ .-~ . ·. ·.• ~ . ·: J' 
• . ' . . :... ·. ~ •. ,• . , . . ': . . . ... i . • . : • . • . . . . . : J lr. . . . . . ·1 
.in_u.ch.· _t'e~,t_:. ~~-)'~s.s'~ble . 'w:p:,h ;e~C'h~. fixa;t:~~n . ~nd·. still . ha_f.e :. : . . . •.. : .. · .' .. .. 
• • J , "9 ' • ' ' o ' • • • .. • • • ' : • • • I • ' , , . , ._ • , ' •• • ~ , ' • t • . . ' ~, • 
.. ·. . m~aning;· ,maintained (.Sini tp, l'~-7Bl·. · · ·,.: ·. . . · . .. . . . · . .' ~ '·: .: ·:· " .. · ~ · :.'::. ···· '< ... . 
•• : • ,. <~ • • • • • • " : •• • • · ~ ' . : ,' . • • • ... , • , • "' I . . . ~.,.· . • ' . • . , .. .' . . . . . ~· • .. • ' • 
· ·=··: . . ·. ·. · : · .. . ·. , .· . ,. · ·_ ~h~"-.. ~f· : ~~- b~~i~ ···s~i-1i~: .of ~~adi~g · id~nd.i.{ ~d, :b~· ·~ · ,· · · ·. ; ..· ·: 
"'.·· · . · ·· ~ ·.~· .· -/ : · .~ ,\.: . . · -~· ·. ,l·:· · ... ·· ,i • • .. · , ·.·::. ~ ... \> ..  ·· .~ ~, ·.:·}-';._:··: ...... ···,, .. ' . . .: ~. ' . ··: . -~  . •'· .. 
. · .. ·.~m_i t~ <:1978 >.:· is·:. tJ~H~ .. eli~i~a:ti9~ · o~ al t~rrla:t:i yes· throug~ .the · ·. ·.· _:: · . · -i 
.:.·,. • · , • • • :: · • • ~ . :' •• • • ~. 4 '· .. ' : -' ··:':' • • ~· · 11'1, . • . ' / : , , ' .. ' .. . ~-;··' , ~· • ·, "1 ·, , II , l . ':.'; : ..-'.:· :' '-: : .. ~se:·. ~f . ~~d~n~-~~~y ~ ;':~e_n~~~l~y, ;·~-~?'t' is<hi~-h~.y ~r~~u~d~~-~ -~n .· ... e-- . 
\ .' · · . A _f!lany ::w~ys and therefor$ -.. ~he r.~~d.~_r·"cloes · nQt .~a~~ .to_ see :: : ·. . . .· ·. :· : 
·.. : . 
. ' I 
\: ·. . .. every letter _or. ev~ry ·,~o~~ _ ..  i~· ~~d~r to' .. ·~~·otk . :h~.t , th~. ~~~t .. · ~ · . .I 
• " . I . ':is ' s~;f~~-> ·:· Hoch~e~g· ··a:~d ~~~~ks{ (l9;01::~:~ta·~·ea··~h~i~: ' . . . 
"'~ • 41 ' - • '• I: ' ' I ' : I ' : ' /J• • ' • • ' : ' " • • • I ' ~ \ t J- : t • ~· 
·· , .. · .rn:\3hort ·~the ... s~bj~ct -wH.l ~ ,~n9, ·shouitl· ~ ·t ·e.n4 .to · .. , · · 
I . . . I . .'r<!~7s.s" at : ~hat' 'i~ vag.ue~y)- s~~.n _.i;'h perip~eral· · ' .. 
I·· ,. - . :.v1s1on -~and -th·e.~·more .be ·Jonows .about th.e . r.e(fu11,dan-. .: 
. ' 
\. > · · ~. ;· .. ctes 9 of· .sp.~llit)g,· ·gramma-f,:and .: idiom.· ~mpl?Y~d , -l)y. · .~. ~ ·~· ~ ·· 
·. -~- ., . . ~ . . . :the1 t.ext .~ :·:or . . t~e '.mote. ·the ._ ·t .ext appr~a.chEJ;s h the: .. :.': · :~ f 
· · · \ . patlerns of· se'eech t~ ' he is normall~{ · prep.ar;ed to ··· · 
' :• . . . . . .. . . g~neratat"~the more h~an cor.rectlf· 'anticipate"'. the . ·~-., . . 
• •• 'i • : m~.s-~age~ , the ,more ~ikely · th~t·· hi$ _guesses· will '.be · ,. .·~ 
. 1 . ~ • ,- . r.tqht, and. th~. 'feWeJ:. :the fixat'ions· ~hat he · .. · ·· ·· 
' .· ·, .: : •; • . ·'ac~ually needs t~ n:t~ke; ·(p. ,_ .309} • . . . . ,. . . 
'J . ·.: .... l. . I . 
. ·. :: · ~. ,. . .. < ;The mod:~! .of reading :far~ula.ted;,Py Ruddell ( 1970) · . . · •· 
.. ' , . •• • • . .. .• I .. • . • • • • • . • ~. • . • .. P.. . •. .. 
: .. ' . .. ~ .. ~ . :· . . s'~e~if..ied ' thre~ le:vels· of lingui's-ti'c. ~1:~\lc~~e :' - ( 1 •. t~e· ~ ··.. . -
' \ • ;. . . . • : ' • . / ! . ~· . • . _.. . • . .' ' . . • ~ .. ' 0 .. • • • - , 0 
.... . · ~. {s~r:f;c~·- · .1~-~elf· .whi~~ .. ~-i~clu~e~ ' ~.~,rph~mic an,d ·. ~.Yncta?~:c ele-.- ~ , : .. . -::\... . 
1 _ . mr::J1t:.~, q) ~t~e i·Jtterpretati?n·l~vel, ·;which .incluQes . .··. 
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4 
· ·After fi~· years ,of rese_arch and theoretical work 
. . . . ~ 
on reading, K. G'oodman in .19 6 7 presented an ~·~tens'i vel·y· : 
. . I . ' " 
. ~~eloped psych9l~ng:~istic <m<?del, of the reading pr~ 
,•. 
' . 
9 . • . . 
' He po'sited' .. that readin'·g is ? selective. _pr:ocess. I\t in~ol"'oes-
-~ . ~ 
· ·_partial u~e of ,av~ilable minimal lang\iage cues _on_ .. the · part 
' . . . ., . ,· . 
~ - ot .he reade~ ·· .. As ·the reader processes this information, 
,I' •.. • . , . 'I \ ' 
' - ~-. . . --·.. •· . ··. ' . 
·· :·, . · . .,,, predict;i'ons are mc\de to be. confirmed, :r:ej~cted, or refined 
• 'f .-t }1 .. . . . \ 
• .:}·:J: as' r'~~=>..1oding· continues.. (K . . --G.oodinan, 1a67·). .· · · · .. · 
. ... 1~ -r • . . . . "'' . . 
• , • I • ' 
.. 







., The reader .is a · user of .language. According tc:>. ~· ~ · 
·.'Goqdman (1.969 .) reading :is ·an informat'ion processing ~ctivfty . : 
.. ' ·. . .. ' .. ~ ·. (. . · .. : ·........ . ~ . . ' ' . . 
. .. 
.. i~ "::hich the .. reader 'attempts 0 to . reconstruct~ . rne.ssa'ge . 
• . ' , .' • , ~ ' p I , , : • ' , • • • ' ""' ' ~ 
~~coded ~n cJ'~aphic-' dlsplay· b¥· thE! qwriter. "HE{ concent-rates ·. 
. . . . . .( ~ .· . . 
his total-' prior · e'xperience. and · learning on :the · ta:Sk, drawfng . 
' . . ... . . .. . 
. ' t, • • • 
on l}ia' experiences : and th_e con_cepts he has attained -~·s 'weil •, 
.as the ~·~nguage . comp~tence .. . 41 , 
•• I ' • I ' ' 
-:-;. 1ng _..J,.s a . rec.ept~ v:e proc_ess 
. , 
dre_~ e~t~~ sch9o~ ~hey _ ha~~- a:-c~ui~ed . a : -~o~pete~ce . ~n spok~n · · 
. . ,· .. • . . . . . 
language· and they . are able .to construct and verify a set of 
" . · l. • . . . 
. . rule'S tha.~ surnrnariz~- ,th~ . relat.i_onship~- and_ regularities · 
' . . . . . ' . . . ' 
uri<:terlying languag~ (Smith, ·1978). The ' chief .contribution 
. . . t · 
.. 
'' . 
. . that one 'baa. 'to bring_ to the . act of readin.g -is . one'~ '·kriowl-
. . .. , . 
>.edge· of the ·language '(Melvin; .1979). · ·~ 
. .. . ..... .. 
• ' 
• J 
'· Prior ta. 1968, rese_a,rcher-$ . iack~d:- a .cle·arly define~ 
. .. . I . . , ~ • · .' , 
... '.: li, . 
l .· -.· . . • ·£· framewor.k t0· guid~· their. effQr.ts · in o~al readin~ ·e;r:ror 
· .... : .. ; ·.· .. .. . . . '· . : . 
I • 
j ·· " ' • 
•. ana~ysi~, - and their res~arch was _ based on· a · set of ' assump- · 
· ·t~ons •. some of . these --assUmptions ·as put_ forth by :L-eu (19~2.> 1 
( , . .· . . •, ' . 
• 
t · ' . ' •, 
.. 
. . . 
., " .,· · ... I . '\ _' . .· 
I , 
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.. 
~ 
.a·re as follows: 
... 
1. P~of icient reading equals exact readi'ng •. 
2. Each·error interferes equally with reading 
comp1;ehension.. · · ' ' · 
0 ' t 
3. The ri.umber of oral read:lng errors that a per4m 
makes fs inVersely related t9 their reading 
compr~h~n.s~·· ·(p. 422) 
Durin~th~s petioa, oral reading err~rs were described i~ 
J • . . -
5 
terms of the · quant'i ty of pubsti tutions, omissions, insef-
t~ons. ,J.p-~ti ~i~.n~, . :-~i s-pron~ncia ti~.ns, and iever~ais, thus 
' ' . , ' • . ' ' ' ~· ' .· pr~>Viding nd insight i9-t0 the cogni~tive and ,li~gUJ.~tic · · 
• • • • • t 
. ' 
pJ;"ocesse's involved in the te.~d.fng. proc:;:~s.s; A: considerable . . 
.· 
. ' 
, amo~~t of J:e s ~arch \ M<mr;oe: pi 2 B '• I~ q '~ r.q;~s , \ l9s? ' 
McC~llough, st.r:ang, & . TraJ:{ler, 1967.) ·-was. cond.uct~d- . f.ocus~ncj · . . 
: I 
• r ' tl , 
1 
• t . , • , · · ~ 4' t ~ · 1 ~.n the errors ' an, individuai· pake~ ·w~eh . ne/she · ~.s : readin~ ' ' ,i ' ' . ' \ 
. . . . . ,.. . ·.. .. .. . . . - . . "' ··. 
o;ally. Wfb~r~ ( i9"6B) cCSnte~~ed·._th~.t~ '"th~ · ~n~ly.~is· of ora:l 
, , I • • \ ~ ' ? , ' • • l • , ' ' ,. • ' 
r,e<~;ding error~ comprisf.s .a· ~~bstantiil~ p.ort'ion_' -~£0 research 
··. i.n reading whi'C'h ha~ f~c~sed .·ori ·o~e -~peclfi·c :as~ec~ of 'the · 
• . • •". 4 • ' , .,·• • I t , \. 
: • 
reading process, rathe~ · 'than· overa.ll ·'readi11g· ·a'chievement" 
.. . . • 0 \ 
(p.· 98 > • .. Bfis~~ally;. ~hes~· ·:ri?~ea~che_~~ .. ~6n~e;i~,ea r:ea~·~ng , 
-: er~o~.s . a·s sign~ of imperfec;t:·· ~ear~inV; thQ's . id~n~_i~f~irig ~ \. 
. .·· " . ' ... . . . . . · . 
. iess pro'ficie~\reader A .i .. .. . ·'. • . . . . .. . 




































. · These·. emphases still. exif?t :'in readin·g today· but to . 





is 'l~ t~l· . re~a ~ioJSh.+P. b~tw~~~ ,the ~~b,~~ of . WOrd . ; ' ' . :. I' 
.. r~c~gnit~o~. ~~ro.~~~ .c_~mpte~~·n_si~n . ~~il~~~~ - : ~·~ ~~-~so_· ~~~-' - •. · . . ·: ; , ~ .
1
'._.: .··.: 
~!tests thpt proficie"nt· readers 'produce .errors · that they . · . · ,· ·: · . 
'' • ! • ' • • • • ' ~ ' • I ' ' I '!,· • • • I, t ' ' I , .. 
c<?rr~i:·t. ~nly .. ~~· such ~rr~~~ ir~.e~fere. with mea'n~?9"-' . . ~·· . Bur~e .·: ~ · . .. ~~ · ~···.-~ ::_~_ 
• ' ~. 'I ' :(" • • t I I ' ,t • 
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& Y. Goodman, 
Some r~searchers (Clay, 1968; - ~· Burke, 1969; Web.g_r, 
1969; Biemiller, 1970; Y. Goodman, 1971; Menosky, 1971; 
. . 
K. Goodman & c. Burke, 1973) have been c~ncerned with study-
\ . 
ing reading errors qualitatively rather than quant~tatively. 
,. 
~hey · beli~ve reading to be a complex and integrated process 
' . 
rathe·r tha'n a simple, precise process. A view offered by 
K. Goodman (1970) is ~hat "reading is a. psycholing~istic 
pr.dcess by which the read~r, a language . user, reconst:r~_cts 
\ 
·, 
hs b~st; he "can, a message :which 
. : . . . . .... . . 
h~ .. been . encode'd "by a wr~ter \ 
as .a graphic display" . (p •. ~·03>' • 
. .. , • . ' ; ' • . ' 
Based .. on .. the prem~se that ~ral .. :f:'eading clos~lY. , , ·, 
. . 
.para!lel:s silent : ,r~a"ding, re$eci>rchers h<;~.ve chesen . to. ·quali:-· 
. . . ~ ' ' . • , . , , 
tatively analyze the oraQ rea4~ng . errors · of read~rs in ord~~ 
. to· gain insights into the ·reading process. Weber ( 1968} " 
. . . 
. st~ted t~at . "resea:r:chers . have assumed, not alwa:ys 
.exrilicitly; that - ~he · process of o~al reading ~ppr~xim~tes 
the .. p~ocess of . ~ile'n:t . ~eadi:n·g s.o . close~y .that the· · two ·can be 
• t . .. ' ·• • ::· 
~on~idered:· o~e ~nd the same;, ·:(p. 99) . .. . J\ssliming ·t:;~·i\t. the-._ 
pioc~s$es ?~ , the iwo ~Odes ('i • .;. , . ;ile~,~ an~ ori;.i) \ of re~d~ 
:fng .~re ·sim.ilar ' an~ that Q·ral -reading' errors are- r~presenta-
• I . o ',' , ' ' ' ' ' ' f I ', ' o' • • ' 1 • I ' 
tive ·a£ ·;silent · reading· ·errors,· :~ Faiibanks · ( 193.7} considered 
I I , o I ; ' I f I I ' t t ' ' 
the ana1~si~; of. or~l· :r/e~(u'ng errors to 'be. a s.ui tabie 
·.~eci~Oique . ~ol: ~udYing i:~··· centra~ procOss~s ~;, . ~eadj,.rig. In . 
. . •, . .· ( . ' . ' . ' 
. . : a, s:tud'y · of : coll,eg~ fre.shm~n, .r~a~J:n~ word,s presented on a 




' I I 0 •• ' •' , t ! ·, ' ' 
.- . · .. eichistoscope.· and ~e.ading :· :a paragraph, s~anson-. ( 1937) : found 
: ' 
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7 
that ·4 significant relationship exists between the oral\and 
silent reading pr~cesses. 
The term "errors" has been used in previous reading 
/ 
·error analysis research ( Ilg & Ames, 1950; Schale, 1964; 
McCullough et al., 1967). However, C. Burke & K. Goodman 
' ~ 
(1970) preferred to use the term "miscues" because they had 
come to believe 'that the miscues "are produced in r~~ponse 
#I 
to the s~me cues which produce expected responses and that 
the .same mental processes are i~volved in generating both . 
~.. . 
.. 
expected and -unexpected responses" (p. 121). .K .. ·Goodman 
' . . . . \ . (1969) used. the term miscue to avoid' the negative connota-
. ·. . . ~. ~ ' . . . . . 
tion ·of "e~~ors" . and .·.t; ·avoid th~ implication that good 
' .. 
"" 
· '<~ r,ead~?:g does not 'include miscues . 
''-:.-.,.., . . .. 
., 
·· . According to K. Goodman (1969) i,ndiv.iduals, when~. 
. . . 
teadi-iig, h~ve ab.,.,their disposal three sources of informa-
. ' . 
~ion . which .they rely upon to .bring meaning to the printed 
word. These sources of in.formation are sometimes referred 
to as "cueing systems" and consist of (a) graphophonic 
information", which is t~e information from the graphic and 
\ 
phondlogical. system. of l~nguage, (b) syntacti.,c or grammati-
' 
,cal · information, which fa · the i~formation implicit in the 
.~rammat'iC?al .structures o~ the language, and ( ~) semantic 
informati-on, which is meaning, derived from .the reader's 
• 
experiences and conceptual b~~kground. 
, 
· Thro~g~ a proo~ss 
--
of selecting as much . information as he/sh~ needs fo~a.ch 
... 
system, the reader "guesses" «?r· predicts what is written·. 
K. Goodman ( 1967) . has outlined th,e .steps through which a 
' I 





















. ~ .. ' 
reader proceeds in processing the graphophonic, syntactic·, 
and semantic information. The -s~eps which follow are not 
necessarily sequ~ntial and may occur simultaneously: 
1. The r~ader scans along a line of ~rint £rom left 
to right and down a page, line by line~ · 
2. He fixes on a point to permit eye focus~ Some 
print will be central and in focus, some will 
be perlpl:ierc:U~ perhaps 'his perceptual field is 
a f·lat~ened circle. 
3. Now the selection proce~s begins. He picks up 
graphic CUes r guided by C011Straints Set Up 
through prior choices, his language knowledge, 
his cognitive styles, and strategies h~. has 
learned. 
4. . He forms a · perceptual itnage using t!lese cues 
and his anticip<4ted ~ues\· The image then is 
partly what he s ·ees . and partly wbat he expected 
to see. · ' · 
'· 
~ . 5 •. No~ searches his memory for related syntactic, 
-~ --m~nd phonological cues. This rna~ ,lead 
to selection of more graphic cues and to refo'rm-




At this ):,oint, he makes ·a guess. or tentative 
choice consistent with graphic cues. Semantic 
analysis leads to partial decoding as far as 
possible. This meaning is stored in short term 
memory as he· procee!ls. . .. · · 
~ -
If no guess is possib1e, he .... checks- the recalled 
perceptua,l 'input and tr1ies ~again. If a guess 
is still not pos'sible r he takes. another look 
at the text to gather more g:r:aphic cues. 
8. If he can make a decod'able choice,. he. tests it 
for semantic and grammat~cal.acceptability in 
the context developed by prior choices and 
~ecoding. · 
9. If the tel)tative choice is not acceptable . 
semantically or· syntactically then he regresse~, 
scanning from left to ri'ght along the line and 
up th~ page to .l.o.cMe- a point of semantic and 
syntactic inconsistency. -When. such a point -i:-~ 





















inconsistency can be identified, e reads on 
seeking some cue which will make it possible 
to ;Xeconcile the anomalous 'si tli~ti 
If the choice is acceptable, decod 
ext~nded3 meaning is assimilated w 
meaning, and prior meaning is acco 
necessary. Expectations are for~e 





11. Then the cycle continues. (pp. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study is qoncerned with a p 
9 
• . -I 
arialy?is of the . oral reading miscues 'of . two 'groups of fourth-
' 
grade readers, who are repre.sentative of proficient and less 
. I ~ 
' . . -. . .~ -
proficient readers. Some ri:!aders produce rniscbes and com-
• I .. . 
. . . I I 
. • ! . • 
preh.end fully what they read, while o;thers. produce an equal 
i 
. •. I 
'number of miscues but compreh·end 1~ t¥le. . To explain "'this 
t I . 
observation, it is necessa·ry ·to detetmine how each group 
I . . I 
(i.e., the proficient and the less p~oficient readers) 
utilizes the three cuein9" systems. (Le., ·the· graphophonic,, 
the .syntactic, and the seman~i-~) whit~ . reading, and .to 
examine the relationships between the ·cueing systems and 
the level of comprehension as evidenced by the etelling 
scores. 
Ratlon.ale for the Study 
Research.in~icates that bi analyzing ·o 
• I , 
. . 
miscues re·searcher·s can . get a.n i~sigtit into 
of the three cueing systems of langua~e and 
reading 
strategies the reader uses. (Glay, 1~68; - Biem'ller, •l970, 



























K. Goodman & Y. Goodman, 19?8). K. Goodman (19S2) pointed 
out that "we can infer from the behavior of readers, 
\ 
~ utilizing linguistic data about the use of language, what 
•· 
competence underlies the reading behavi~r and how the read-
ing rrocess works" (p. 22). 
Miscue anelysis involves the obsJrvation of a reader 
I 
' 0 
as he is interacting with language and thought in an attempt 
to construct meaning from a graphic display. The miscue, 
' 
a c~ording to l< • ." Goodman ( 19 7 3 ) , is "like a window on the 
reading process". (p~ 5). Miscue analysis n6t ·'onl; reveals 
the strengths and · ~eaknesses ·of a reader_,, 'but the user of 
miscue an.ysis can determine· the · extent to which a reader 
·•, 
is· efficient· and effectiv~. • According toY. Goodman · (1974), 
f . 
by.ex~mining the quality of a reader's mis~ues rese~r6he~s 
are able to infer something about a read~r • s ability in . 
0 ' 
handling print. Miscue analysis "helps to examine . the read-
ing process aimost as a scientist mi·ght look through a 
m~roscope". · (p ~ 66) •. ~ ' · 
It is suggested by Hu-Pei Au· ( 1977) that oral read-
.I. 
ing error analysis is a worthwhile technique in identifying 
areas of the curriculum·that need strengthening . . She con-
. - I 
sidered this method an advantage over standardized tests in l 
' \ 
tha~ the child is dea,ling with connected ·text and, rather . \ "'\ 
thc?.n choosing from multiple choice answers, has .to produce '( 
I 
his/her own responses •. In examining the reading miscues o( 
. """ 
fourth-grade children, Beebe.'(l976b) sug~e·sted that analyzing 
miscues qualitatively will help researchers understand why 
, 1. f t I 
I 
'. 














some gain more meaning from the printed text than 
others. Stanovich (1980) point~~ out that stu4ies . of oral 
reading errqrs give.the researcher i~sight; in~~h~w the 
. graphic ~nd · conte'xtual information contributes to the 
. I . 
reader's abili.ty . to recognize :words. Robinson (cited by 
K. Goodman & C. Burke,. 1973) .suggested that "a wealth of 
... 
J 
information ~bout processes could be secured from .carefully 
. 
·planned examination -of children's reading behavior" 
· (p • . 7). 
st.udying readers'' miscues reveals their str~n.gths 
and weaknesses. c. Burke (197~) identified thi txpei of 
I • 
. 
information 'a·miscue reveals. Such fnformation might· be the 
' 
degree ~0 Which the reader IS miSCUeS diSrUpt COmprehens,ion r 
the degree to which ~he - miscues are graphopho~ically, syn-
. ., 
tac;:ticai~y, and semant;i.ca.lly similar to the ·original.- text, 
. . 












other misc~es produced • . - - ----- . ---
; . 
. Most of the .. ~e:search on miscue analysis lias ·been 
c~r~led out in the United States. The literature review 
suggests that analyzi~g oral reading ~hrough miscue analysis 
in Newfoundland is limited to on~.y.;. a _few studies (Walker,_ 
1975: Beebe, 1976a' 1976b: Hasinciff, 1981). 
' 
.. 
Significance of the Stu~y: 
.. 
. . 
Studies o.f the oral responses of readers· are needed 
to give researchers and educator's ·an · in.sight into how 
l 













they are engaged in the reading act. Researchers are able 
. . . 
to gain insighe into fhe use and misuse of available cues 
• 
and the processes used .by readers as they read (K. Goodman 
' . . 
. ~  
& c. Burke,. 1973). The miscues, which are produced from the 
' 
same cuea as expected r~sponses .• (K. Goodman, 1967), can be 
t , ~ I , , , 
~sed to compare the· observed responses to the expected 
. \1 . . . . 
·respo~ses, thus· rev~aling information a:b"out the psycho- . 
l'~ngui·~tic processes at work .wi th.in . the re~der, . a user of 
language~ 
' . ,. 
· In _analyz±ng_ ·the · or.:al • .._reading. r.esponses of prot'icient 
. and less proficient.· readers,. ,we. are able to identl-fy the 
- . } 
--- ·- - .. . 1 .... -" 
similarities and differences in the way they utilize th.e 
' 
. . cueing systems of ianguage. The extent to which they rely 
upon the graphophoni·c, syntactic/ and semantic sources of 
information cah be identified. As well,~ . we ·can identify how 
well each reader usis .the strategies· .of ~ling, predict-,~ 
i~g, - t~s~ing~ and confi~~ing ot ~isconfirming. Smarr (1978) 
· concludec1 .... that the reading process is common to all readers. 
There pre, however, diffe~e~ces in how individuals PFOcess 
print, and thus there are various levels of ·proficiency 
· among readers. 
Following a 3-year study of th~ oral reading mis-
. . 
cues of readers, ranging from low pro'ficiency second graders 
to high proficiency t,nth ·graders._ .. K. Goodman · and c . Burke 
• ( 197 3) concluded that low and high proficiency r.eader·s use 
the same process when reading. The low proficiency r e aders, 
however, are using it less well'. Low proficiency readers 
. : 


























' . \ 
' .... . - -\~ ... -... : ... ...... . .. . 
\ 
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\ l 
tend to use mo~e information ~, ailable from the language , cueing systems than the high p oficiency read~rs. The high _ e -ficient readers. ~here were proficie~cy readers are rn~te 
no differences in tHe way in w~ich th~ moderate to high 
proficiency reader~led ~y~t~c'tic structur~s. Di{fer- , 
• I 1 
ences in ~heir- apility to compr~hend what they read appeared 
I . I' 
to be.the onli' consistent ~iffe~\ence between groups of vary-
ing_ levels of proficiency._ ~ •. Gbod~an ·and c. Burke sug-
t d th t th t f . I . !I' . bl . ges e a e percen o semant1ca y accepta e rn1scue~ 
a reader prod~Ce•f bef~re ~r~ct~on .is the best measu!'e. ~. 
readi.ng · profiCi~ncy. - .~ · · · \ -~ . ~ 1 
. . . '' _ t··~ . . ' 
In st~dyirig the subgroup1ngs of . more efficie~t ~nd 
I I 
less efficient reader·s, Marsden ( 1979) found that the less 
__; I , 
efficient readers relied more ,hea~i ly . on graphic. info~ma-
I 'I 




According to Weber (1969), Meno·sky (1971), K. 
Gtiodma~ and ·c. Burke (1973), and S~earer (19Si), re~ders 
\-· - . .· 
I 
show a control of the syntactic st~ucture of language. 
I 
Analyzing th~ miscues of -readers o~ different proficiency 
.t · I 
levels · enables the researcher t ·o idEmtify the reading 
~ I . 
' 
'strategies in use by botb g~oups • 
• 
. ~trengths ·and weaknesses 
' 
of the -readers can be identified. · ~ase~ · upon the resu1ts of 
... , 
the analysis, lesscins can be devised to use strengths to • 
overcome weaknesses'\ 
. \ . 
Limitations o·f .. the . . s~ 
1. The data obtained in the study were fi-r 'om 10 fourth-grade 
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·2. The sample size was small._ However, since the pro-
\ . 
cedures described in t'he Readiqg Miscue Inventory ( 19.72) 
were used ,j the writer was able· to obtain an in depth 
1 
analysis ' df th~ readers' miscues. L . 






asked to retell. following the reading. Thus, the scores I . . . . ~ . 
obt~ined fbr ~~Gh .. child. were based on just one ·!eading .. 
The orat · r ading and · retelling were taP.e ~ecprded. This t · 
might have inhibit,ed some children,· both in the reading 
,J.: 
and i~·the later retelling of ·the story. 
Some children might have been reluctant to retell all 
that they knew about the~story~. - If so, the retelling 
... 
score did not accurately measure their understanding of 
the s~ory. 
.. 
There was a 1-year range in· · reading abi.lity between the 
le?\St proficient and t}le most proficient readet;s.· 
Th~refore, the similarities and diff~ences in the 
utilization of ' the cueing systems might have 'be~n greater 
. ' 
if the miscues of read.ers with a wider ra!lge in rec:tding 
ability had been analyzed. 
I , 
Definition ·of Terms 
' ... 
Definitions of particular te~ms used in this study 
are given. beiow. 
Miscue: A miscue is . "an actual observeq respon~e in oral · 
reading which does not ll}atch the expected response" ' 
. ., 
·JK. Goodman, 1982, p: 94). ·' 
( 







.' • • .,..,_. __ , ........ ... ~ .. .,, __ ~ ,. ,, , , 
Graphophonic System: ·"The graphophonic system referS' to 
',· 
the rela~ionships . between the sounds of languag~ . and 
the .written form of language" (Y. Goodman & C. Burke, 
1980, p. 10): 
J' 
Syntactic Sys·tem: "The syntactic system refed to· the · 
15 
int~ ~~relati.~~_;~ips of words, .sentences, and paragr:aphs. · ~ 
' It includes -~~~nterrelationships of word order,, .tense, 
tJ · · ~~~ • 
•. • .• ~ \ ,{, ) r . . ' • . ·' · 
number, and gender 11 (Y. Goodman & c. Bu,rke, 19-80, _p. 11) • 
"It includes :the relatio..n;:;hips within .a 
that· e.stablish meaning for- the'-user 11 .( Y. Good-; 
·' 
man ·& C. Burke, 1980, p~ 12). 
Syntactically Acceptcible Miscue: '"The mil)cue occurs in a 
' . 
sentence whiQh is grammatical-ly acceptable and is accept-. 
able in re~ation to prior and subsequent sente~ces in 
the -text 11 (Y. Goooman & c .. Burke, 1972, p. 63). 
. ' . 
Semantically Acceptable Miscue~ "The miscue occur~ in . a 
sentence"'which is semantically acceptable and is ac~ept.., 
able ·in re·~at±on to prior and subsequent sentences in 
the text 11 (Y. Goodman & c. Burke, 1972, p. 63). 
I 
Correction c 11When a reader becomes aware he has made a 
miscue, he may' attempt, t!) correct either silently or 
orally, or he l!_lay choo·se to "dontinue ·reading without 
correcting" (Y. Goodman & C. Burke, 1972, . p. 58), 
Comprehension Pattern: 
degree to which the 
"This ,prov~des . i:nformation about the 
I ' 
I . 
students~ . t:eadiqg strategies either . 
• t 
I 
. I I ' 
facilitate meaning ac~uisition •Qr permit the meaning of 
. 
a selection ·to be disrupte~ 11 ( Y. Goodman & c. '-BU-rke, 























~ • ••• • .... - .. ""TT""~ · · o:.~~"'!.,. ,..,. , ...... ,.. ,..,,.~~• "' ' ' ' - > n , , .. ~..., ,., ~ , .,. ,,.,, •• ,._ .... ~ .,, 
: ' 
1~ 
Retelling Score: . ''The retelling score is a measure of the 
reader • s 'ability. to deal verbally· with" information, 
·facts, · and ~~lati_onships from the :material · he ha~ read" 
~ . 
. (Y. Goodman .& C. "'Burke, . 1972', ·p.' 114) ,' . 
Prbficient Read'er: 
. . 
The_ ~rc;>ficient rea?er is one who is 
reading '.not ~ore . thim 6 ·months above . grade :level·, as 
. . . . . . -\-



















Survey D, Form L 
·. '! . . \ 
·L~ss P~oficient. Read~r.,; .' The ~less · _ptofic,i ~·nt · reader .i-s, one 
' ' '- ' ·~ ' • ' I • ' ' • ·, ' •I ; • . • • •, ' ' '~ ' ' • • \ I• ' : ' ' 
; who i~~v reading·.not ·n\or'e tha'n .. -6. months. below·'grade '·ie've1, ! _ 
- ' . . . . . . ~ . . 
a~ inal·c~ted •by the Gat~s:...MacGi~itie ~eading .Tests, 
... ' ' 
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CH-APTER II •"\ 






This· chapter will review .the li~~rature regardin.g· . · 
.  . 
.{n·a:lys~s and ~h~ ·cqntributipns 
. ·~ . . . 
op a , .. psychcHin~stic .th'eory. ·. 
'it has made ,to r'e_a~Ung 
. . ~ 
'The analysis . of 'orai· reading· re.spo~ses tas moved 
.. 
'l 
. through two separate. p'eriods •. Leu ( ·19.82 ): poi~~:d o~t that· 
. . . . . 
each . of thes~. peri_ods can be "clearly dis~inguished by . the -·· 
nature of the theoretical frameworks, ·the categories used· 






to . d~i6rib.e beha~ior and :the major research issues 'o:f tile • · ··•· . 
........ ' ' . \ ' ; . 
b'ime'~ (p~ · 422) • . The 'fi·rst period ended during th-e .l~te 0 
.. - ~ 
1960 I;::-. The second period ,extends fr::orn' the late ;l96Q1 s to 
. . . ....,_ . .. . I 
the present. -.rhf!.. !material for th"is' review is preserited unde'r 
Q "( , • . q • 
.. 
* 
• I I 
th~e~ headi~gs: .,background theary; . stu4iel? . of of'al ~ading,_ · ~ · ·. ··' 
. ~ 
~ ' : . respon~es 'tO 19.6~ 1• and . st~dies of oral' Jeading J;esp_pnses . 
:· : I . . . (• 
(miscues_) : s~nc~ 1965 . . 
'I ' 
'(') . . : " . . ' ~ 0 ) ', • ... ' Q 
· ·Background Theory .'-. • .. . ; . ' 
·--· Much of .the •eqrly research of oral · ;·ead~ng· Qehaviour 
~ ·' ' ' ' · . ' . "' ., . ' .. 
·considered the quantity of errors, .and was · .coricerri'ea· ba~i..: 
' ~ . . ' . ' . 
cally wHh evaluatipg. ~eading ~>skill~ . diagnos}-n.~ ' ~e·a_knesses, G 
' I • ,• • # • 
1 
, , ,e, C 1 ' _..... ' 
and planning for rern~dial ,instructio~. . :rnvestfg~tors ·~ailec}t ) . 
\ p:..,_ . . ' • ..:.._ 
to . t 'ake ir\to acco-q.nt linguistic struct';lre ,_ ~or to· stud·y the 
. . ' . 
. errdrs of ttl~ ' oral reader to _..Qetermine wh~t~ rnig~t ~ave· 
·. •· .· . • • .. ' . tw ' , • 
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cauSed the unexpected response. (Weber, 1968). 
As early as 1908, Huey'(l968) raisetl deep questions 
' abo~t the r~ding process and , what it means to oornprepend · 
language. Huey viewed read~ng . as an information processing 
activ.i ty. While m_ost people were content with trial and . 
erro~ devices ot te~chi~g bhildren to read, Huey said, "We 
. 
have surely c~me to the place where we need to · know .Ju~t. 
what ~he child normaJ.l'y does'~hen he re~ds, in ord~r to _plan 
a natural 'and · economical method of .learning to read.. (p. 9). 
-j. 
Reading: was . vie~ed_ af3· well by Thorn~like (1917) as so:thing · 
·~ . ·?th~r t.h~n··a ;simp~e., pr~cise pro.~e~s'J,; , · 
.;j · . · ~~brndi~e < l917). · ci~fi-~e~· r~aoing 
. ·.· . . . \ : · 
as follows: 
. . . •.. 
•, I 
A vePf ·.~labor ate . procedure, in~ol ,;_ing. a weighing of ' 
. . .. . ·.. ' ' . - .. ' . ' .. , . ·, 
each of the marty elements .~n a sentience,· .. the~r · · ·· 
organiz·ation~' -in · the proper relations .one to anoth·e:r:, 
.the ·sele·ction of. · certain\ of theix;, connota1:ions and.· · 
the · i~jection : of others and the . co-opera~ibn of · 
many for~es to determilfte final resp.,orlses 0 • -Ix:t fac:;:'t I 
· · • · ~ . th~ act of answering simple· 'questions/ about 
·. a ·simple · paragraph · . • . includes: al l tpe . f /eatures ·. 
characteristic· oi : typical rea~oning. · (p. · 32 . :3) 
• I 
'' ~ ' • " . 
. . .' ·: The . interrelated and cornple'~ ,cqncepts of r .eading . · . 
• ' ' • I • 
. .. . . . 
. generated .by Huey and Thorndike·~. hav~ ~.formed the· basis for -
.. ;.· 
. . . 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . , . ._·z~j~ . . . . . ·. ·. .. , ~ 
· .much of the .. research ·.and theorizing that have occurred ~n 
•. . . . . . . . . . 
:the .l .as.t de'~de. and a half· ' (Beebe, 19j6b). · 
. . . . . . . , ' 
• · .. The ·early· . . a~plications of u~guistic know~ed<J~ · to 
' ' o ' e , o ~ ' ' • • ' ~ •• ' ' ; ' f ' : ~ • o ' , I' ' I 4 • ' I • ' 
·. teading, · however, we:re narro~.: :. :· Bl oomfie:lcl .. ( ~ 9!61) , ari: .• . 
• • . . ) . ·. . • I . .. • : . 
. . . ~ Arn~rican lingu.is~~ di~agreed. witti ':t.'he senter{c'e/~eaning •. 
~. appr~a~h: fq read~ng .a.~d ' befi.ev~<(.'~h.at . .'. the ' ~hild ' ·s~oti~d b~ 
~all!i~~a~with. al~. the . print~d a·l~:habet : befo~~~ ;e·a~i~g·· ~eg,i.n~~ 
.. 
I ": ' ' ~ 
; . He : devi.~ed· a.linguist'ic system .of, r~~d-ing, · one in whjch :· : 
I ' ' ' ' o ' - ' •, • .·• • ' f ' ' ' ' ' 4 o .. I 
· .' 
·. · .. . 
I '',, 
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.+etters. and .sounds were~ a,ssociated 'in a vast number of dif-
. '( 
•' 
The fi~ re~·di.ng material of· t.he lessons . ... ' f erent pa tterp.s. 
' . 
consisted of two and three letter word~ which w6uld be ' pre-
--r---
. . 
sent· ad without regar.;I. to meaning. ~loo,mf ield believed that . 
' . • , • • • J • • . 
the chil'd ~W"'uld ,get meaning, orice he solved ·tlie ;~T~ec.hanlcal 
' I ' 
. '. 
P.roblem ~f readxng. .. · • 
~ ' , I • 
Adother., linguist;, Fries ·(·1962), concernesl with the 
• " • ' : .; .. " .. 4 • • , • 
teachin<it 0~ r~~dtng an.d ~pplyi.ng · -~~ngu_ist.i:GS .t?' reading, 
"' • ~ ••• " ' • • • \ • ..· •• • .. • • t Ill 
acknowl.e'd~ed tpat _ the ~ea'ding process·.·i.~ not a simple pre-
:· c;;i ~e · one~ .. How~ver ,· ac:cQJ:"d·i~g . td F;1~~ ~ . i ~ 1 c~:n be. 'sununed up 
-\ ... of I ~ \ ' ~ • f 
I • ' • " • • ' o •, , ' • ' f • .:o•.. ' 
qu1.te Sl.mply.~ He· -state4: ·. · . , 
-- • ..·. ' l · _ 
• • .. • • ~ . •. ' f • • • . . 
. ' 
, I 










language'• signais represented 'by' .patterns.' 6t graphic 
' shapes as · fully. as he nas l~arned to ,respona :to ' fhe • 
11 • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • ,. • 
same · l~nguage s1.gnals ~f h1.s code repr~se).lted ·»y • : , ; 
patterns 'of· auQ.i tory shapes~ ~ '{p'': I 119) ' ': ,··' ' ' 
0: • • 
. ~ 
Fries I ~ethod ' involvid a speiling-~,a~te~n apprQach, ·. ' 
. ~. ' '~ . ' .... . . 
' , 1 ; f I I • • 
whereby. -the beginning reader had to. l.earn. ·to re_sP,ond· to t .he· 
• .. • ~ • ', • • I . I . • • . • • 
contrastive features·. "that'. separate ··artd identify whole word-
. . ' . . . ,. 
; ' 
' t ~ • • • 
. pat;'terns. · .. T])e be~inni~g ~eaq~r· used. r.e,ad.ing mat'erials 'which 
• • . • • • . .:to 
' • t • • t • • ' () • • • • 
-· would .include words li~e a·t ,~ cat, bat,.: r ,at. 
. . . ... ,, :· .. , .. . 
• ~ • ' • \ • ,' t ' 
: ., ·. LeFevre · (1964) pointed out that-curre:n.t reading . ' •; 
\If I ,f I ; ~ ~ • •, ' •• • ,•: • ' t ~ o .: ' 0 o ' o .. . I ' ~ ' 6 .. I 
·, rneJ:hods .. an~ ~~teri.als ?i~ not. rel~te to .·.the '.r~tio~le ~f 
struc'tl,1~al lil}guisdcs. ~~·.- He eritphas·i~ed that~ reading ··~s a 
' ' ' • ' • .. ' • ' \ I ' ' \ ~ ' ' ' 'I - ~ • ', t' ; ' \I .' ~ • • , ' • • ' 
. language related ·process · ·~n.4. tpat read1.n9 rese.atch ~ught .t6 
\ ~ I · , • \ ' . • • .. ~ I 
' · 
·· ~ utilize. the· knowledge that . 1lnguisti:cs })as to·· offer.. LeF~vre · 
'' • .' J 
·~oved away from; the emph~~Jis ,being pl~~~t1 on' 'isolated · lett~r's . · 
o • , ' •. I 0 : 
1 
' ~ I,' ' • • : ' 1 0~ 0 • • • .... ' ' I 
: ·and le~~eJ;"/,~o~nd :r.e~~tions(lips. 'He~ believed that if ttie ·; 
' : ' • ' ' ~ I • ~ 
. · .emphasis · w~re.· placed·· on l~rgex:. P,atte~ns . than wordsJ . the 
' ' .. I' ' . •' • - o \ 
' ' . . I . 'I , • • . . ' I ' 
.... , - · - ~· . 
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beginning reader wo~l~ then develop -his own generalizati~ 
of spelling-sound relationships. For LeFevre, the e~sence 
of rea¢1.ing reaqiness Wc;lS · the child's understanding th,at the 
, . . . 
- ' language he/she heard and spoke could be represented graphi-
. . 
· cally in writing and print and that the graphic symbols said. 
• "l 4 ' 
something. · In contrast to' ~he views of · Bloomfield (1961) 
; . \ . . . .. 
. . 
and Fries ·( i963 )', LeFevre stat.ed that ·~o ·comprehend printed 
' ' , f I ' • 
matte! th~ reader mUS\_ perc;ei ve· · e~tire ·lang-uage structures 
. , 
fl-S. wholes.,· as'. unitary :rn~aning · bear_ing patterns. It . is this 
l .. ev:el.. '?f percepti·on .. ~hich i?'' c:~~a·}?le .. of rneani~g and .. anything 
1ess th~n this ieav~s "tlie .reader · : p~r·c~iving wo~ds. as if :~hey 
~eie> e.C\pa-~1:.: of be~·~.g.':~e~n'ih_g be·a~ing uni:ts in -artd of· them-
; . ~ t • • • • ' • •• • • • ,' • • ' • • l!' 't :, •• . ' s : • ' •• 
~ _-selve.s ;~· · It seems t'hat · these 11nguis·b:L'.w(;i):'e more concerned 
' ~ ' ' .... ' I ' . . - ' ' t : • ., • ' l ' 4 • 
. · : wi~h 'reatling· i~st;:r~ctf.'on ahd· devlsing. :.r~dirlg programs than 
• • •• \ • t . , • ; • • .'"1 • • • • 0 
with ' understanding th~ process of reading. · 
. . 
':Kolers ( 1972 > suggested that ear).y .. ~eading instruc-
·ti()n -emphasizea . the vi sua~ :aspect of print ~nci neglec.ted t~ 
, . . \ . I . 
, . \- st~ess sqf.ficientl;r . ~h.~ syntact·ic , a~d seiiJ.a~tic .concerns of 
'the re~ding process. 'He 'Rfa:'!htained · t.hat re~'ding i~struc.­
ti~n -needad t~ ~ov¢ away · from the vi'sual · dom~in and the 
' ~ . - . ' ' 
emphasis ought ~0 be one '. of reading to obt'ai~ ' information 
' ' \ . \ • • I I 
an~ ~e~ni~~. In analyzing .the o·ral ·reading .;(:!rrors of co'l-
• • 0 • J . .-· _ ... .. ·- • !' • •• • •• • 
(\> · l~ge· st~dents, Kplers · ( 1970 >· .. found, tha~ . 61% ',of'l _the students.' 
(I. t . ' ·, 
· uncorrected errors 'were: gr~mmatic~lly a~ceptable ~ _Generally, 
' 
• • . I , . ; 
the' error was left unco~rected; ' indicating a greater concern 
. . ., ' 
~or ~yntactic than for grap~9phorii~ r~lati6nships •.. 
... 
. 
~ . ,_ 
; . 
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When listening, we sample redundant trains of 
\ 
sound. So, too, does this samplil}g occur in reading. We 
need not see every letter o~every word to know ~hat is 
being said. Skilled reading involves sampling. larger units . 
of language; it is not information pr~cessing letter by 
letter (Hochberg & Brooks, 19 7 0) . 
Venesky and Calfee (1970} suggested that we resort 
to letter/so~d relationships only when the syntactic and 
--semantic sources of information are inadequate for word 
- ~ 
' identification. Adult readers ·· regress if. the meaning is ' 
no:t clear, or if there is a need · to co·rrect. Young readers 
• .. 
shoijld.· 'be encouraged to regress. in order to clarify m_eaning 
or re~ding stiat~gies . (Ailen, 1~76) • 
Ho,ldaway ( 1979), iri' presenting. a psycholinguistic 
view of ~eading, stated; 
• • Re~ding i ·s not a matter of perce~v~ng or recogn~z~ng 
words first and then getting to the meaning but 
rather. meaning guides and facilitates perception. 
The influence of. meaning in reducing uncertainty 
greatly limits the ampunt of vis~al detail which 
·must .be processed an~in so . doing makes perception 
more rapid and efficient, while at the same .time 
allowing the greater part of attention to be · 
di.rected toward·s comprehending. ( p. 8 7 } 
The psycho.linguistic view of· reading is maintained 
,by . Smith (1973, 1978}. He contended that very little ~ean-
... \ 
in~ is deri~~d- by the reader who identifies every word in 
... 
the ~as~age, and only if meaning is uppermost in the reader's 
mind is it likely that .. he will read the words correctly. 
Smith (1973) stateQ: 
.. ... 
~-- / .. 






Reading is not primarily a visual process. Two 
kinds of information are· involved in reading, one 
that comes from the front ef the eyeball, from the 
printed page, that ·I call visual information, and 
one that derives from behind the eyeball, from the 
brain, that I call non-visual information. Non-
visual information is what we a~ready know about 
reading, about language and about the world'in 
general. (p. 6) 
Following an analysis of children's miscues, K. Good-
man (1965) concluded that reading could be. considered a 
psycholinguistic guessing game. The reader makes minimal 
use of graphic, syntactic, and semantic cues, engages in 
tentative information processing, predicts, samples, confi~ms 
or disconfirms, and re~;ocesses or corrects when ~~cessary. 
The reader is actively seeking· to make ' sense of written 
language. Young (1978) referred to the simultaneous use of 
the ~hree cueing systems during the reading ,process. The 
reading._ act is one of sampling, predicting '• testing, con-
firming,or disconfi.rming. He suggested: 
, The meaning-seeking learner develops strategies 
which depend heavily on contextual information pro-
cessed previously, as well as his language-
experience background, as he predicts the author '.s 
upcoming idea. He,validates or reje9ts the pre-
dictions in light 9f. subseq~ent contextual 
information. \~f the pred~ctions are judged valid, 
he continues to\ read. on the other hand, if 
predictions are ·~ound inconsistent, the reader 
attempts to self~correct by further sampling the 
available 1 cues. (p. 1~) · 
To understand the .reading process, rese~rchers ~have 
chosen to study .oral reading behaviour. They assume that 
, 
the processes of oral and silent reading are so similar that 
the process revealed through oral re~ding woul~· approximate · 
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oral reading was a 
(1937) was ~onvinced that a description of 
c~nv~nient method\fbr studying .the 
central process of silent r.eading, assuming· that oral read-
• ing errors ar~ representative of the silent reading process. 
Swanson (1937), attempting to validate Fairbanks' theory, 
made-a comparison of the oral afi? silen~eading of college 
freshmen and demonstrated that a rather close correspondence 
. . . 
exists between certain processes in silent and oral ·reading. 
Swanson had the . subjects read orally a . passage and read 
silently phrases presented on a tachistoscope. A comparison 
was ~ade of errors from both sources. Althou~h·no single 
type of error correlated highly on both tasks, there was a 
high correlation between the number of errors tabulated for 
each task. Attempting to find more evidence to support the 
~ ~ 
theory .that the two modes of r.eading are similar, Swans.on 
correlated the total number of errors of adults with their' 
performance on a silent reading test. The errors were also 
correrated with oral reading comprehension. Swanson's · 
findings supported his hypothesis.· 
. 
In an attempt to study the relationships between 
' ·oral and silent reading processes, Gilmore .(cited in Weber, 
1968) analyzed·the types of oral · reading errors of 400 
• ! . 
students in grades one to eight and· correlated them with 
overall reading scores and both oral and silent reading 
comp·+ehension. The oral reading· scores and comprehension 
scores correlated positively with one another \t~Pm grades 


















still debatabfe whether or not such evidence supports the 
·-hypothesis that the"central processes of oral~and silent 
reading are representative of each other. 
Summary 
Much of the early research in oral re~ding was con~ 
cerned primarily with the quantity of errors when diagnosing 
3 , 
reading weaknesses and planning for remedial instruction . 
. 
When a child's observed response differed from the expected· 
response, it was regarded as an e~ror, and litt~e attempt 
was made to deteFmine the undeJ!lying causes of the unexpected 
respon~es. Over the past two deca?es the emphasis in reading 
. has~shifted from concern with the quantity of errors to the 
. . . . I . . 
qualitative . and quantitative stufty of unexpected respons.es ~, 
. . 
Reading · i~ no longer vi~wed as a simple; precise . 
process of identi~ying words, but rather, it is viewed .as a 
process of obtaini~g meaning ·ftom a graphic display. Read-
\ ing is more than: a visual process. The reader bri~gs to \the 
' 
reading process his/her knowledge 'of +etter/sound relation~ 
ships, knowled~e of language st,ructure, and pr'ior experiences. 
The ~eader relies on information from thjlgraphophonic, syn-
tactic, and semantic cueing systems of lan~uage to bring 
meaning to print. 
Studies of ·oral Reading Efors Prior to 196.5 
· Eirly researchers (Monroe, ~928; Payne, 19361 
Fairba'nks, 1937; Swanson, 1937~ Daw, 1938') tended. to view 
. . ' ' 
unexpected responses as errors and ther·efore considered th~m 
·~- - ' 
























quantitatively. The quantity of errors was then used to 
determine the reader's~roficie~cy. Weber (1968) concluded, 
on the basis of a survey, that the attitude in much of the 
literature seemedtto . be ~at every variance from a text 
~ indicated a deficiency in skill which required remedial 
attentio)'l. 
Some of the early studies were concerned with -the 
quality of oral communication as well as with the number of 
errors a reader made. Daw (1938), in an attempt to deter-
mine to what extent the reading difficulties of the primary · 
• l . 
grades persisted in grades fou·r and 'five, assessed readers.·' 
. ' 
enunciation, ·phrasing, e~pression, and volume. Remedies to 
correct the. most common errors were suggested_; 
Q • 
Ilg anl:l Ames ( 1~50) st-udied chi;l.dren from 15 months 
through 9 years of age. They observed the children as they 
,, 
progressed through the various -stages of reading_. These 
stages which they believed all children must pass thr~.ugh . 
were referred to as the "rea~ing gradient." Reading errors 
of the children were. noted. They assumed: 
Many so called errors might well be relatively 
benign and characteristic response of certain age 
levels, and .might indeed have definite developmental 
impact, as ·giving real. clu_es to the rate of the 
child's progress through th~ reading gradient. (p. 10~) 
• 
,.._ . .-J-
In a study of 380 crildren. ranging in placement \, 
to sevent\ grade Monroe from first (1928) tabulated the 
. '-. 
errors of retarded readers t.aJd compared them with the errors 
,, 
of normal readers. She stated that the outstanding number 
... 














d-ifferentiated the normal from the retarded readers. 
26 
Remediation methods were then directed specifically towards 
. overcoming the types of errors in which a decrease in 
errors paralleled an increase in reading grades. 
Scha~e _(.-J:-%6), in an attempt, to identify the kinds 
. .---
""' of r~ding errors that occur at dirferent elementary and 
secondary grade levels-··a.rrB the changes in types of errors. 
from grade to grade, found that six of the.--eight major errors 
•' ·- examined in her study were still evident in students' oral 
reading at twelfth ~rade. She suggested, therefore, that 
.this implies that more time should be given to oral reading 
in tpe• senior high school. 
In an. attempt to study readers of different profi-
-cfency l~vels, Malmquist (cited in Coomber, 1972) had all 
subjects read the same passage, and he recorded and la·ter 
analyzed their errors. He considered only the,quanbity of 
errors. Malmquist concluded that the difference between 
prpficiency levels was in the 9uantity rather than the 
pattern ?f errors and that there are not certain weakness~s 
ip reading that constitute the ~oor reader. Fairbanks (1937), 
in a study of college freshmen who were referred to as good 
and poor readers, found that the poor readers made more 
I ' 
'. 
reading error~ than the good 'group, with substitutions being 
more frequent t~an oth.er typ'es of errors for bo1:h group~.( 
Repetitions wer~. ~tui:lied in considerable. detail. They were 
subdivided into re~etitions of words, parts of words, and 
!'· 
groups of words. In the poor group, repetitions were evenly 
' . 
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distributed amongs~ the three types, while the most common 
repetition of the good readers was of groups of words. 
Fairbanks stated that "worthy of no~e is the fact that while 
fifty-one percent of the poor readers• substitutions pervert 
meaning, no· substitutions by the superior group were of that 
type" ( p. 9 4) . · 
Basically, most of the early studies pf ~ral reading 
responses concentrated on q~antity of errors, and their 
analysis did not extend to the syntactic and semantic 
features involved in the error. However, as Coomber (1972), 
has pointe~ out, early researchers have contr~buted signifi~ 
cantly to what is known about the reading process today, 
despite the seemingly coarse methods employed compared to 
approaches currently used. Bennett (1942); in an analysis 
of 34,272 errors made by retarded readers in word recogni-
tion, studied the relationship of graphic similarity to the 
stimuLus. The data_ indicated that the beginning and ending 
sounds of words are most fr~quently used _as cues in word 
recognition, bu_t the beginning of the word predominately 
serves as a more salient cue i~~ord recognition. Bennett 
. 
further noted that although the dominant letters and word 
.j- . 
. . 
· parts play a part in word recognition, the r~sponses are 
als~governed by the structure of the context that the 
stimulus is in. Even -though a response may be wrong, the 
•same part of speech is frequ~tly substituted; for example, 
a noun stimulus would elicit a no~n substitution. Bennett's 





















clearly associa~ed i~~hought with the stimuli. They main-
tain·ed 'that ·,e~rrors do not occur in a haphazard way but are 
governed by the context in which the stimulus is incorpo-
rated and by unfortunate reading habits wh~ch the pupil has 
developed in the reading process" (pJ 38). 
As. ear~y as 1930, Payhe (1930), in a study of the 
oral reading ~e~ponses of 400 urban children in grades two 
·----.___ 
to five, noted that if the child is somewhat mature in his 
reading habits and encounters an unknown word· -in context, he 
tends to substitute a word which wil~ make the meani~g 
clear. , Payne found that no~ only the readers who 'were below 
.. 
average· ·in oral or silent reading or both, made the errors 
-
reportetl. oh the contrary, even the .. superior reade.rs made 




Basically, the early studies in oral reading research 
concentrated on the quantity of errors and did not include 
study of the syntactic and semantic features involved in the 
error. Types of. errors and how they persisted or chang"ed 
. Q 
~hrough the grade levels were studied. Re~etitions of words 
and groups of words were studied in consideroble detai l . 
• • Readi ng proficiency was determined by the quantity of errors 
and any type of deviance from the text was ·generally t~ought 
































Studies of-Oral Readin~ Errors)Since 1965 
The anal~sis of misc~es in reading of a qualitative 
. . 
nature began in 1963 as a technique f;t~tudy ng closely 
what children do when they read (K. Goodman, 6·5; K. 
Goodman & Cl Bu,rke·, 1.;68, 1969, 1973; Y. Goodmah~l971). 
From this tim~ onw~rd, studies .have attempted. to a\ilyze, '\ 
within a psycholinguistic framework, 'oral : reading . m\~cues. ; 
At .. the .time that the ~~od~an-~oodm,.;n-Bu~l<~ st~d~es ~ere . ; .. . (?::. · · 
be~ng conducte.d,. stud~es ~n m~scue .. analys~s were be1ng · 
carried out by doctoral students at Wayne State~.Jlnivers'ity · 
. . . . .. . 
under the direction of K. ' Goodman. ' Th~ ~arly analysis _of 
. •' ..... 
miscues by K. Goodman and C.' Burke resulted in th~ ·c;levelop-
, .. 
ment of the Goodman Taxonomy of Reading Mi.sc,w:!s_ {'1969). 
Based upon th~ ·taxo~y, Y. G'oodman and c. Burke const-ructed 
a R~ading Miscue Inventory (1972) which is designed to aid 
the educator in applying miscue research information i~the 
classroom. It is .;;1n attempt to narrow the tremendous _gap . 
between research and application. ·It provides tla.che~s with 
an effective procedure that allows them to gain insight into 
~ - . 
. ~ ., . 
the reading process and · at the same time assists,,..iehem · in 
. . (' . 
evaluating the reading of their st~dents. 
The re.ader has at his/her disposal three cueing 
_, . 
systems. ll'hese systems are. referred to as the graphophoni<? ~ 
the syntactic, a~d the ~emantic sources of information. 
' . 
K. Goodman (1965) contended that reading involves the inter-
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The child learning to read his 
already internalized these cue 
where he is respond~nq to them 
sciously ~ware of the process. 
. '· 
~ 
native language has 





K. Goodman (1965) conducted a study. w'ith 100 children 
in grades one, two,and three to determine the~r ability to 
r'c~g_n(ze words in and out of context. Reasoning that irt 
. 
lists ch~ldr.en· have only graphophonemic ques whereas in 
. . . 
, 
stories the_'y ~a-ve additional cues, cio.5'_dm~~ four:9- .that the · ~-
c;:hi ldren ~ere': ~bie to r·ea~ ~any· .~~ds in .con~.~xt· tha·t they· 
\,' 
were . not able to -i;ead from the wor~ . li S..~s. The average; . 
. . . . 
.. 
. . .. . '· . 
first graders we·r:·e ~ble . to read tW:o.:..thir.~~ more words· 'iFl· tqe 
. . . . ' ~ . . , . 
story than in. the :1i st.~ ·The average . s.econd · graders missed .. 
• • • • • • . • . • • • , • • ' ' ~ ' 0 • • • • 
in ·a. st;.ory .orily one in . fo-qr qf the words.that ·they. missed ort 
\. . \ " . 
. . , . . .. . . . . . 
~list, whil~ the third gra~ers were a~le to identify . in: 
.. . . . ' . 
. . ' . .·. ... ~ 
stories 82% of the words that they missed-on . the·list . . There 
.. • • . • . • . . I , 
was no occasion wheh a ch~·ld got a word' c;orrect on a list 
' ' . . . · ' . 
but missed it i:epea:tedl_y in the story.~. lt was not·ed !rein 
the study that when- the chi'ldren teg"ress~d whi~adincj .the 
·story, it was for the. purpose of co:r:rectin<j' their- I'l\iscu'e~. 
. ' . 
toweveJ:", if ~ -missed · "'ord on the· list d.id ·not · get. ~or-reqte.d 
. . . 
irnmediat~i~ the child ,;ery ra17ely ~egre~s~g ~o make the · 
· .. 
correction. K'·. Goodman concluded that since it is easier 
r ! 
to read wotd$ in context than in ' isolation; i~ ~~p~ars to 
. . . . . . :' 
b~ unnecessary to introduce :vocabu~~r·y to' childrer prlt)r to 
th~ir reading a · . .new_ story. . ' " Psycholinguis~ici re~~arch sug-
g'ests that· re~ders- depend tnore upon' syntactic th.an .(lpon · 
graphic and semantfc cues· (Melvin, ·191.9). · .The fqcus in 
. ' I . 
i . 
' 














teaching rea<j ... j.'ng ought td be the · context · of whole 
languag~,. ~ath~r than analyzing and identifying · wbrds .from 
. , 
lists. 
An ext~nsion o~ the K~ 
carried out by Mo,Mullin.,(l,9BO). 
a 
\ 
in isolation and ip context of lOQ cond grader~ were. 
' } ( I ' • 
analyz~d. These cnildren were of rural, low, · and mi~dl~ 
socioe<;:onom~c -backgrounds. . •, • p . The subjects were -presented 
~ 
- ~ 
words on a lis·t, and tne s~me target words ·were prese-~ted · 
in context."' The ·stu'aent i-ratio. for correlateEl· samples wa.s · 
' . 
used t'o compare the number df' substitution,s on each task. 
~ Q ~ • • .. 
The relationship b~tween substit~ion . mlscues and reading 
comprehension. was· a~mine~ ... /, Th~ 'subj~~ts ~eccign~zed' 
f 
significant!~ (p < .005) more words in context than they did 
·. . ) 
in·· isolation. Context appeared t~ be . a signifi~ant aid to 
. ' ") 
word recognition. This finding suppo~bs ~. Goodman's 
findings. '· 
_ _____ MCM~llin compared the total .gr_9hic similarity of 
./ .... "" 
/ substi)iutions made in i~olatio'n with thOS!=!' m~e· in Context. 
( . l . The com~rison produced · significant re_sult·~: The graphic 
. \ . simHari:tl score for substi ~.utions occurring iri isolation 
. \ 
"was . gr.e.7ter ·than for s.ubstitutions occuiPri~g .in c'pntext. 
The. g'faphic display of ~he w.~rci · apPeare? · to: be )mo.r~ . 
a.a:Hent cuea.t for ·word recognH~ion in isQlation than in <;:on-
te~t •• ~hi:s' collaborates v Goodman's C 1965} reasoning that . in 
. . ' 
word lists the · o1Uy cues that .children have are those 
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. , 
McMulJ:in further suggefsted that because. -twQ:-;thirds 
. . 
of the child~n's substitutions in the study con~ofmed t~ · 
. ' ~ 
the rules~£ .their language, there rs evidence tnat the 
.. 
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maintained that'· the most: ,appropriate materials for beginning 
\ 
li"eaders would be those in which the synt~ctic"' st;ructures are 
' simiiar to those of the child's or,al lan_guage .. .. ·W~ile more 
than. 6·~% of .the.child'ren•·s mi~~ues'in McMullin·~·study were ' ' 
· syntacticaliy acc~~tabH~"!- .a· .·ia~ge ·. p~opor~~on Qf thQse_ ~ro:... 
' . • -e. . 
. duced · a
1 
change . in·~~a:ninq .• \ Thi_s in4icat·~s - ~a rie~d fqr · ..  : 
'\t-~aclieiJ;s t~ .emp~~~i\e. : t~o c~~1~i~n ::_the .. i~~?rt·ance .. of, st~~v.i~g 
t.l obtain 'meaning when : ·J:eac;ling •. · ..• MqM'ulfin : s~g~geste~ th~·t . this · 
<:. ... o o .. ' • ' • I • ' o o ~ ' ' o! ' 
.. is\ best acFomp.lis~e·a whe.ri qch;ild.reri ·are . presented with· ·i:ea.d.:. 
: ,'" I I • ' .. • ' • ' , o 0 ' I o ' • • • • •: • o 
ing materials that ·a:re n~t ~too 'dif.ficult .. 
' Q ' • ; ' ' ' '" , •.• o •• 0, ~ ~ ,.• ' , '( \ ,"" I , ~ ' 
· · The ext~~t· to which''.syhtact.ic ·- i~formatio~-·is . . u~ed by 
. '• . . .... : .. . - . ' ":. ./ . - .. . . ,· 
: r~aders ·is demonstrated through : studi.e's .of · readers' rni~cues' . 
,. . . . 
"i ' ' 
""' :K. ·Goo&n~m a~d( c. ~urke (1968) ~~aly~~d t~e - r~~-di~~ ·._rni~c4es 
of fourth- and fift~-qrade proficient' read~rs.. T~i~ study . 
..  
verified the simultan-eous .use by reade~;s of ~th~. gra-phophonic, . 
• . ' • f ' j • ; ' • • • · - :". 
syntactic, and semantic cueing : systems~ it esi:>e~_ially . . 
f I ' l , 
p_o·i~t~d; out · the degr.ee -~o which th~· -· read~r·. u~es · .s)mta·~~i·c.· 
. . . . . . . :\ . . / ' . . ·.... .· 
;nfor.mat·ion. They reported t;:hat all of the. chilpren •' seemed ·-~ 
' '.· .·,·· • ' . 
. to 'have -- ~trong ~ontt:~l of l~rtguag~e, an.d_ ~orrection of. the 
~ ntis~ue tended to depend upon ·· the .syntactic and semantic · · 
' f - ' I ' • • • 0 ' 
r . ~ . 
· . ,: acce'~ta'i>i'l.i:'ty of the la~g'!lage struct\l't"e·. Very small percent~ 
. ,. . . .. : . •' . .... . 
' .:i I. ! I ' • ' ' .I ( ..._ • ' : \ 
a,ges 0~ ; their m~scues . resulted i~ gramrrfat"ical patterns which~ . 
0.: .' \ • . "' . . •, •. . .• · • . -. • 
wex:~ totally · ·unacceptable, an(;} .a : very high percentage of · 
. . . . . .. . . . 
(' " 'i·. their m.i.~cues ·;rod~9ed1 ·fully acc!epta~le "gr~~~tical p~·tterns .• · 1. 
• , I f ' ' , ••• ' I ' .... ' . _ __., • { 
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Clay (1968) ,examined the role of t~e syntactical · 
I ' 
rli!Fs of 'grammar ' il) the r.eaders, selec:tion of . .a .response • 
. · 
The subjects ·were 100 S~year-olds in New Zealand> They were 
' . 
de'scribed as · representative' of the Auckland urban ·area in 
1 I , .I • ' 
. int~l·ll.~ence and parent occ~pati?n . ' ~he children were . from . 
two middi:e:.cJ;as§· suburbs, two worki·ng.-al:·a:;s su~mrbs ~ a~d ·one 
~ ;-' .. . ' .. ... ,, .. 
schoo.'r in ~ p~.,r::a:re~ ·.of the. c~t~. The, .. teaching ·method used 
. . .. " .. ' 
• ' . r' , • • 
with rth.e '~hi'ldr.en . ~isc~ouraged th~ .te~ch~n.g :of ·worsJ,s 'i.n 'iso.la;-
tion. Rea~in~ f~r mea,.ing. w"as stres"s~d rat6e~h~n s~ii.l in'' ' · ' · 
• • • • • •• • •• ,.,. , • : • • J • • t; . 
lette:r;/sound .;_ r~laii.o'xl.shtps .,and . ~brd ~~alysi~ ~ ' The children 
• ' • ' rl. ' • Y f F , I' • o - • • 
.. 
·. 
-were observed :weekly firr a peiiod 6f one . y~a·;-. ! Dur~ng this 
• • ' ; ., • ' ' ~ · ; • • ' : t ,' ' ' o I ' • t 
period,· 16,525 e~rbrs-' w~rfl · tab~latSd. .anp one.:.fourth of · thes€' 
f , ... 1 ' 1. " , , , I • • 
. · .·,.· were ~elf'-cor~ect~d. Of t.~e. 7 ,,61'4 substi. tu.tion$ all but 28% 
• ~ I 'o ' ,._ ~ o " • • I I ', • ' ' o ' l, .. • ~ 
. occ'urred .ln 'e.quiva·l~nt' .'morpheme-:class '-Stru"c~:r:e qr mor'p,heme-
• • 6 • • • • • • "' J' • • ',' • - • 
se'que~ce class . st:i'uctti.r~ .· ( i· ~ ~:, . more ~ than' one':. linguistic 
. ~ . ' . ., .. \. •, . . 
unit). T~e strong .cpntrol, ~hat the s~ntax ·of a · child~ s 
lqpguage has in his.re~~~g .is· e~ident from Clay's study . 
· :\ I !' ' \ f : 
.. . ' . 
· I~ al)other ·~t~d·:y,. ·weber ( 197.0) .an<'\'lyzed · the oral 
. 1 r~a.ding, resp/es of ."str~~.9: ·and\,we~k • fir~~-grade re~ders . to 
deter~nin~' the diffe.rent · ~~t'rategies · they used . in handling ' 
. ... \. . . . .. < .. . 0 • 0 • ' • 
/print\ The, erEors wer.~ analyzed in terms ,of th.e:ir appro- . 
. J;>riat~ · s .to preced~~-9 grammatical context. Bot:h strong 
. I • t • ' ' ~ 
. . . . . 
-~nd .'.:W~~k r . ~de~s .made ·responses that .were grammatical l y 
~Qcep~ap;le .:t . pr~~_lrig . ·te .. ~t about .90% of the time, indi-
.. . 
.. 
· eating• ttieir s~risitivi ty to g.rammatical constraints. Weber 
·. · ~t~~e~ tkat t~isf.vid~~~~ lends ~port to tlie idea tha t · · 
beginni ng r .eaders use .their knowledge ,of ·the language rather 
. . ' 
' I . . • , 
. t · -
.. 
. ~ .. . . . .. . . 
I . 
. · .... ·--
I , 
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than reading word by word. Menosky (1971), in a study of 
miscues generated by children lfrom ·grades two to eight, 
reported that as readers progre·~sed through text ~ed J 
toward an increas~d consideration of syntactic and ,semantic 
• • 
·. concerns and away from graphic and phonemic concerns .• She 
found that-all of the groupk had a strong control of 
syntactic structure, and miscues were nearly always at least 
partially acceptable with some portion of the sentence. 
In a stud~ of six nighly proficient sixth-grade 
t . .. ~ 
readers, c. Burxe ( 1969) founq. support for the----utilization 
of syntar~ic. cue·s. The miscues . of these .readers retained a" 
high syntactic proximity to ·the stimuli. · The study indi-
cated that 81% ·q( the miscues we.~e syntactically acceptable. 
According to Allen (1969}, readers of second-, fourth-, and 
sixth-grade l'eve·l~ revealed a .stronger awareness of the 
• syntactic system than of the graphophonic or the semantic 
systems. 
' Stupies have f ·ocused on the ~ffects of dialect on 
•, 
' r~~ding p~rform~nce. Sims (1972) exa~ined the~~al .reading 
mi,scues of 10 seqond graqers •. 'l'qe children read two stories, 
'one ~ritten .'~ black 1dial.ect a~~ one · ~ri.tten .. in . standard 
• \ • f • ' 
. ~ngl.i:;sh. · Sims ~an~.ly,.z~d -~he_ rnf~cues, · ~sing 'th~ Goodman 
· ; ·.TaxonomY .~f Re:ading, Miscues.. 'l'he pci'rpose of the- s ,tudy was 
• I \ 1 I \ 
·- , . 
. to 'determine · the value of ~siqg dialect mater~als with the 
• r , 1 • ' 
~egi~~ing. re~der · ~nd . t.o dete.rmine i 1f t .herk are any quali. ta-
l ' ' J • • • ' ' 
t.ive -~nd. quanti~:tive 'diffe~en~es betweel) the ;m~scues ' · 
generated ori .the"'two types 9.f materials •. :Two groups of 
: ..  · .. 
''\ 






readers emerged from the study,· ·one group being more profi-
'"\ 
cient than the other. The proficient group tended to have 
, 
more acceptable miscues and to be more efficient in their 
correction strategies. According to Sims, the differences 
\ 
related t'[ their reading pr_oficiency_ and use of strategies 
rather than to any differences due to reading standard 
English or dialect related text. 
In order t~ investigate the interference effects of 
a divergent diale·ct upon reading ability, Walker (1975) 
analy~ed the oral reading miscues of a group of third-grade 
Newfoundlan9 dialect speakers. Sixty students were· divided 
into two groups. One group of 30-students read a passage in 
standard English, while a second.group of 30 read a dialect ~ 
·version of the passage". Using t ·he Reading .Miscue Inventory, 
the miscues generated by the stu~ents were analyzed. A two- " 
way analysis of variance was conducted to establish levels 
of significance between'the miscues·produc~d by e~ch group. 
The~ta indica~ that the group ~ad'ing the standard• 
English passage made significQntly tewer total miscues and 
significantly fewer dialect miscues than the group who read 
the dialect ve.rsion of the passage. The evidence revealed 
'. _in a study by Liu ( 1976) disagrees with the supposition that 
failure in reading of black children is due.· to structural 
dif~erences between dialect and standard English. Here 
findings indicat.ed that providing dialect text to. speakers 
of a black dialect would not _prove beneficial over materials 






















supported other studies that have examined the - effects of 
northern rural black English speakers and urban black English 
speakers along with·one white southern English speaker. Fol-
lowing their reading of the story, the subjects were int~r-
I 
• viewed about it. The resul~s demonstrated that there was no 
I 
: 
relationship between a reader'~ dialect and his proficiency 
in reading. Rigg maintained that, since fhe black English 
speakers produc~d an ~verage of 20% black English features 
I 
·and 80% standard English features in th'edr · bra! . reading and 
---interview, any tim~ speqt on instrdction in standard English 
features for these :tudent~would be a wa"ste of time. 
Rather, helping the~ents develop more effective read-
ing strategies would be mOfe beneficial. 
' Studies have been conducted to examine the strategies 
of beginning readers. Clay (1969) found that at the early 
stage of readin9 progress, children noticed their errors and 
made efforts to correct them. Bas'ed on the evidence · from 
this study, ~t is consider~d that beginning readers who make 
good progress~n learning to read develop strategies which 
result in the -efficient proc~ssing of information. A study 
by E. Burke (1976) ind~cated that the quality of miscues 
improves as the child gets older.- Burke analyzed the mis-
cues of .7-, 8-, and~ye~-o~~s according to their graphic 
proximity and syntacti~ semantic acceptability. ,S'he 
. ' -~ ~ 
found that for the graphic cate.gory there was a minimal 
difference 'in the mean score between the 7- and 6-year-olds. 
. ' 
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' category. In the syntactic category there was a consider-
able increase in scores from the 7- to 8-year-olds, with the 
9-year-olds' mean score being slightly lower than that for 
the 8-year-olds. The only continuous increase in mean scores 
"r the three age groups was found in the semantic category. 
E. Burke suggested that it appears that children initially 
\ have a greater reliance on graphic cues, but as reading 
skills develop they rely .more heavily on syntactic and 
semantic cues. 
Schlieper (1977) studied the oral reading errors 
. . 
mape by children in the first three years of 
relationship of these errors to grade and tQ 
schodl and the 
levei of per-
' 
formance. The errors were categorized as real wdrds, non-
sense words, omissions, ~nd repetitions. The ~e~l word 
errors of the first-, · second-, a~d third-grade ~hildren were 
exami~ed according to the effect they had on the grammatic~! 
structure of the sentence. The analysis of errors showed a 
sharp change in error patterns from f.irst grade to third 
.. 
grade. Sixty-nine percent of the third graders' but only 
47.4% of the first graders' m~scues were real wo~ps. The ,. 
·.third graders' miscues showed . a higher perc~ntage of gram-
matical acceptability than ~hose of the children in the 
preceding grades. Like E. Burke (1976), Schlieper suggested 
that as the children progressed they dependea 'mbre heavily /,..r"--
upqn t:he context and. structure of · the ·mateJ;:ial. ' .//./ 
. . // 
. _An investigation of the nature of gra~hic' cues us~d 
for word identification ·by beginn~ng grade~one readers was 
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38 
information used by high-, average-~ and low-beginning 
readers as · well·as the amount of graphic infor~ation used 
in isolation and in context. When the children were reading' 
in context they ut~lized the other available cueing systems 
as well as the graphophonic system. The results of Eagan's 
study are consistent with those reported by Weber (1970} in 
that the most proficient or the ~igh readers used more 
" graphic information than the average or low• readers. Eagan 
• ~oncluded that at least beginning readers do not lessen their. 
<, 
use of graphic cues for the other cue systems but, inst~ad, 
·" 
rely more heavi~y u~on graphophonic cues. -A ~tudy by 
, . 
Biemiller (1970) produced. results similar to those of Eagan 
•· n976) and Webe·r (1970). Biemiller was concerned with 
change.s in the way contextual and graphic info;-mation is uti-
' lized· by youn~ readers. He found that children who were . in 
the. top and _.middle groups of his study produced 'fuch larger 
percentages 'of graphic substitutions than the low group. 
A study to develop,insight intp the readin~ strategies 
Feeling ( of early readers was undertaken by Marsden (1979). 
t~at "a better understanding of reading straiegies in early 
'natural readers' could help provide instructional guidelines 
for classroom teachers" (p. 96A), Marsden selected f or the 
study 14 kindergarten ~hildren with a reading vocabulary of 
at least 50 words and a g~ade score of at least 1.5 on the 
Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests. Each child tead aloud, and 
I 
the rnisc.ues wer'e analyzed ·according to the Reading Miscue 
' 
Inventor¥ Manual, The aata. wer e analyzed for the overall 
sample as well as for the more effect! ve and less ef'fecti'~e 





















readers. The data revealed that these early readers uti-
lized all three of the~ueing systems efficiently, but th~re 
. I 
seemed to be no connection between read.ing comprehensic::~ and 
these reading skills. 
Y. Goodman (1971) identified two· major differences 
in a~erage and slow readers. She stated: 
The difference i~ average an~·ow readers is not in 
the · use of•the reading strategies but in the ability 
t9 .. use them eff~ctive~y . 9o •that they Il\ake a differ- . 
ence to the acceptability' of tpe language produced by 
• miscue~ .· A second difference was the average 
readers 1 ·a.bility to emphasize one strategy to a 
gr~ater extent~than the others but at the same time 
I keep all '·ti;le strategies operating togeth~r o (pp o 76-77) 
K. Goodman and c. Burke (1973) completed a· 3-year 
stu.dy of oral reading miscues produced by readers rangi?g 
from low proficiency second graders to high proficiency t .enth 
graders. This study was a continuation of almost 10 years 
of researah in which they sought to build a theoretical 
understanding of the reading p~oces~ through analyzing 
re·aders 1 miscues. The groups used in this study were rela-
1 
tively small, with five or six subjects at each proficiency 
level. The data from their study showed that readers;of 
different profici~ncy levels used the same process, but the 
high proficiency readers used it more effectively. Because 
the le~s prof i'cient readers used more graphic, syntactic, 
~ 
and 'SemantiC infor:matiOn than necessaz:y 1 they experienced a 
greater meanin~ loss. · All groups were equally successful at 
producing miscues o; .high graphic and phonemic proximity. 
K. ~odman and c. Bu~k~ noted that nei.ther ~f the groups 
differed in ~heir ability to use phonics, , despit~ their 
{ 
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• 
., 
varying levels of proficiency. 
Using the Taxonomy of Reading Miscues, Page (1970} , 
40 
observed and analyzed the miscues of a proficient reader in 
second grade, an average reader in fourth grade, and an 
average reader in sixth grade, reading 10 basal reader selec-
tions ranging from pre-primer t~sixth grade. He found that 
the reading process varied with the different level~ of 
material for each individual reader. In a study of the' oral 
reading b~haviour of remedial and _proficient _readers, Brody~ 
(1973) found that the remedial readers made more miscues and\ 
'-~, 
showed less efficient use of graphic an~phonic cues than the -• 
\.. proficient readers. Furthermore, in successive segments of 
. the text, the remedial-group's use of the syntactic and 
\sem~tic cueing systems declined considerably, whereas the 
proficient repders' use 9f these systems was rel~tively 
constant throughout the reading. The remedial group over-
corrected 11.1% of their miscues as compared to 6.3% for the 
proficient group. 
In a study of 13-year-olds and.B-year-olds reading at 
the sa.me instructional levelL-So11enne ( 1976) rep-orted no 
diffe~ence$ in the use of graphophon~c and syntactic cues. A 
difference did exist in their dse of the semantic cueing 
system. The older less proficient · readers produced more 
miscues which were semantically qcceptable than did the 
. . ' 
younger third-grad~ ·reader7 •. Solle~ne suggested the . older 
-. ... , . 
readers mi 9ijt have encountered failure using graphophonic 
. - ' 
i nf ormation but have experienced.success in reiying on 









Lauren's (1976) results were similar to Brody's in 
terms of the total number of miscues and the use of the 
1 
correction strategy. Lauren's seventh-grade readers, read-
ing at the same level as average fourth-grade readers, made 
41 
., 
a higher total of misc'ues and more uncorrected miscues which 
resulted in meaning loss than did the average fourth graders. 
However, there was no significant difference in comprehen-
sion between the two_groups. Her an~lysis indicate~ that 
the ·disabled readers tend~.d to make more miscues on high 
frequency words, whereas the average readers did so ·on low 
frequency words. Lauren made comparisons of the oral read.-
ing of the· disabled seventh graders w~th that of average 
seventh graders. The miscues of these groups were similar, 
but t~eir strategies differed when t~e miscues resulted in 
a loss of meaning. 
In an attempt to determine the 'differences in the 
amount of information used from the three cueing systems by 
good and poor readers, King (1978) compared .the oral reading 
behaviour of good {average fourth grade) readers and poor . 
(low sixth grad\) readrrs. As well, he .investigated their 
ability to integrate information from two or more cueing 
systems simultaneously. Results indicated that both good 
and ·poor ·readers were able to utilize and integrate informa-
tion from the available cueing- systems. However, w.ithin the 
poor group o~ readers there was more variance i~?e ~ean 
scores than in the mean scores of the good group of readers. 
This indicates that the good readers were mote efficient 









than the poor readers in integrating the information at 
I 
42 
their disposal. Although ther~ was no significant differ-
ence in the nuxnber of 'errors made by the good and_ the poor 
readers, the~e was a significant difference between the 
: 
groups in the number of errors corrected and the proportion 
of semantically unacceptable errors ,corrected. This sug-
gests that good readers are'more ~ensitive to disrupted 
. I 
meaning~ King's analysis revealed a significant negative 
relationship between the correction of sy~tactically 'un-
acceptable errors. a~d reading compr~ion. for. the poor 
readers. He · suggested.that good and poor readers not only 
differ in their correction strategies, but the good reade~s 
have patterns of reqding behaviour ·which would appear to 
enhance their ability to construct meani'ng. 
Miscues successfully corrected by second, thi~d, n • 
fourth, and sixth grad~r~were analyzed by Recht (1976). 
Comparisons were made between successful correction and 
comprehension, grade level, ability, and total miscues made. 
She reported that as the reader became more proficient and 
grade level •1in9reased, a higher percentage of miscues was 
corrected. · Miscues which tended to distort meaning and 
interrupt comprehension were tnose generally corrected. 
"The correction, then, should not be regarded a·s an error, 
•. but rather as· ·evi~e¥e of the reader's successful interaction 
with the text" (p. 633). Hu-P~i Au~s (1977) findings support 
those of Recht. She reported that good readers corrected 
significantly more miscues than did poor r~aders. The poor 
• 
\ 






readers tended to rely more heavily on grapnophonic 7s 
than on syntactic cues, whereas the opposite. was tru'~ for 
the good readers. 
Guzzetti (1982) analyzed the miscues of students of 
differing abilities. These miscues were obtained as the 
students read passages of soci.al studies and literature 
~ 
texts. Miscues were coded according to the Readin·g M:Lscue 
Inventory. Conclusions from the study inqicated that all 
readers ~re able to use _i?formation ·from the sy~tacti~ and 
sernimtic cueing syste.ms consistently, and the reading con-
tent did · not alter the application of the readil\g strate...:. ' 
gies. Guzzetti found that it was the reader's background 
~·. 
experiences and interest in the content of the material, 
rather than the content itself that affected the reader 1 s 







The miscues of low, average, and high readers, read..: 
ing varying portions of text, were examined by Menosky (1971). ~ .... ) 
· The miscue(.re analyz~d according to the Goodman Taxonomy 
of Reading Miscues. She examined the manner in which the 
, .. 
miscues changed as the reader. progressed thrb\:igh the text. 
. ~ 
The length of the text had' the most s~nifica~ce for the low 
group. As they progresse~ through the text thei~r 'miscues 
became more totally acceptable. ~ shorter passages ~ro-
'-
duced more unacceptable miscues for all groups. The per-. 
,. 
formance of all groups indiqated a firmer control of 
, . 















more able tA""produce J;niscues that were more 'Semantically 
acceptable. Menosky' s study'demonstrated that as re-aders 
gather .information, they make guesses and ~hen th"eir guesses 
are not confirmed they - regress in order to tcorif"ect. 
In .a study of good and poor reader 
(197 8) concluded that both groups of reade 
thref cueing syskems, ~ut · that they differ 
them. Mul t .i variate analys.ls of group meap 
, M~1sanchuck 
ut\ lized all 
in thefr use of 
' 
qsed- to 
. determine differences between poor and goo readers ~in 
-· . .. 
graphophonic: synta_ctic ,· and s~mantic proce sing while read-, 
... 
ing. While there was no significa~t differ nde in the two 
giOUpS I US'e Of the -graphOphoniC and semanti c\ CUeing SyStemS 1 
' . 
a significant difference did exist in the use of the syn- · 
tac.tic cueing system. The good group produce'd a signifi-
cantly higher percentage' of grammatical~. acceptable miscues 
tha·n the .poor group.9 · This finding is consistent. with that 
of Shear~r '-s· (.19~2) . study of good and poor fout th-grade 
/ - . 
I 
readers. Misanchuck' s study showed that male ~nd female 
I 
readers did not differ sighificantly in their u~e of th~ 
-three cueing systems. 
• ·~ \ . 
Jensen (1972) compared the oral reading \behaviour of 
,prof_icient second . graders, weak sixth graders, 4 nd, highly . 
proficient sixth graders. She reporte_d that vi ~ual informa-
tion .was used effectively -._by all groups. The oficient 
' 
r _eaders pr~duced more misf,;P which w:ere ica~ly and 
semantically acceptable than did .. the weaker rea ers. ' All 
' t. . • . . 
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. 
readers .used this strategy more frequently than the less 
' , 
proficient r~;,.aders. Jensen suggested that the 
' corEec~~9n strategy is an extremely/ important factor separating proficient from weak readers 
; it reveals a deeper underlying competence, 
the ability to deal with r~ading as language. 
Proficie'nt readers process language with the 
knowledge that reading must sound. l:i.ke language 
and must have meaning. When a miscue disrupts 
either granunar or meaning, it is likely to· be 
corrected by the good · reader. (p. ·138) 
' ~ . 
Studies conducted amongst readers of varying profi.:. 
cienc~·~~vels present conflicting findi~gs. While the \_, 
\:. 
studies indicated Jthat ~11 readers us'e the gr.apbophonic; s~n- · 
tactic, and sema."ntic cueing syst·ems ' there are 'contradictory 
results ~egarding the extent to which \he systems are uti-
lized by readers of diffe~ent ability. Studies cbnducted by 
K. Goodma~ and C. Burke ( 19 7 3) , Sollenne (19 .. 7 6) , and 
Misanchuck (1978) in8icated no differet;ce by readers in the 
utilization of the graphophonic system. Contrary to this 
• 
finding, Hu-Pei A·u· (1977) reported that poor . readers relied 
more heavily on graphophonic information than good~ readers~ 
According to Jensen (1972), Hu-Pei Au (1977), . and 
Misanchuck ( 1978) good readers, ~sed the syntacti"c . cueing sys-
. ~ .. ,. 
tern more , efficiently than poor readers. soflenne ( 1976) 
.~ 
found no differences in the utilization of this system _among , 
:~ ---
older less proficient 1and younger proficient readers. · In 
.. 
studies conducted by -gensen. (1972.) and Sollenne (1976) pro-
. ~ ' 
ficient readers used . the semantic cueing syst~m more effi-
··' 
ciently than did less proficient readers. However, Misanchuck 
(1978) fourid . no signifi~antdifferE\nce~ in the use of this ~ /,t 
'-- .. 
., 
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syste~ by ·good and poor 'readers. 
Ot~er miscue research has examined the differences 
. . . 
' -. 
.in the ~ral reading b~~aviour of chi:uyen' who ~~ve b~e~ 
to 'read by phonic~ and meanfng emphasis appro~ches. ~ 
' Norton and Hub~rt (1977} e~amined the di~ferencei irr oral 
. 
u 
reading ~ehaviour of children taught by a phonics program 




The subje.cts were ·high, average, a'nd low 
\ 
abil,iJ:y _first. -graders: In the phonics program, interi!;i ve 
. -
attention was_ . given to t-h' dec¢~~ng skill~, and vocabu;Lary 
was cont_rotle_d. according- to the regularfty of,. :the spe_llirig .. 
patterns . The. - ~rnphasis w?s plac~.d. on : sou#ding. out · rather\ 
; . . · . 
· than . op. meaning. The eclectic program; however, ·'stressed · 
·. - - ' . _.:: · .• . . . .· . ··.. :· ~~-. · . . · . 
. meaning, ·with· a more gradual approach to p~onics · ana:lysis ·. 
· •. · .- . _· • "' .•. -~: . . · · .. _ · , · · r · . - · · 
.The findings~_~nd~cat~d,_hat ~ the _stuqents who_· received the 
e·cle~tic. approach -to rea~ing• inst·ruc'tiop produced more mis..,. 
. .- : \ -
I '• - • . . - . . 
cues th~t were: syntactical_ly and s'emaTlti•cally_ .acceptable . . . 
. . 
The mean tercentages .showed that 'less · than-: 4o% of the eclectic ... 
, ·~ . . ~ . . I 
group's miscues were semantica~~y acceptable, _while the___ 
. - . I .. I 
P.ercent_age of s~~antical{y. a·cce .. pt~~l; - n_\f~ues _f~r - the -phoni&\·._ 
groups r~nged from 29.6 -to 3_s.·: 6%. 'l'he mean percentage of 
, ' •' r" •. 4 \ ' 4 
corrections for . the h i gh aBility eclectic groups was 46%, 
- . . 
~ . . : 
while it was 15.6%'for the -high 'ability phonics group ; 
' - . . , 
.. 
The dat~ from '6r ton· and' Hulae:tt ~.s - -~iudy -dem~~strated 
. ~ . . .. . . . . 
. ' 
that pho~ics - pr,ograms:resuJ.ted iri ·students having .' fow compre-
. hension· scores and high· ~ord . ·~ecogni tion scores, whereas 
. . .. ... ., \ 
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47 
students scoring higher on comprehension tests than on word 
0 
recognition tests. 
Bryce (1978) examined the oral reading behaviou~ of 
.. 
two groups of grade one students, one of which received 
inst'ruc.tion through a phonics approach and th,-,bher through 
a language experience approach. He found t -hat the language 
exper,ience group~was able b~ use syntactic and semantic ) 
constra~nts mdre etfectively _than the phonics group. · The ·-
. . . 
children who received instruction .through the language 
. ' 
experience approach ~b.ta]med h.i_gher comprehens~C?n scores 
• 
than those instru-cted through the phonic:s apprQach. ·ais 
stu~y indicated, as did that of Norton and Hubert,, that the 
( 0 
·phonics group produced -more nonwords. Bryce ' also found that 
. . 
·for 'graphic similarity ~f ~he miscue_ tQ ~he ·t~xt stimulus 
there w.;1s no ~ignificant. differ~nc~ between children taught 
. ) . 
approach and · ihose taught by -the language experi-
. 
• 
1enGe approach. This result conflicts with Norton a~ 
• • 
IJubert! s (197.1), i~that they reported a high graphic 
·\. ,. . 
proximity in the, group's' miscues, 
Dat·a from · a study by L. Carnine, D. Carnine, and. R: 
· Gei~ten (1984) offer 'conflicting re:sults. These researche~s 
analyze.d the miscues of ~ir.st- p.nCL third_-grade . students 
. . ~ 
who were· economi6ally disadvantaged. · These students had 
• I 
been.· i~structed with the same code emphasi ~ · ·prof!ram. As • 
' > . 
would- .be ·expect:ed tl)e fi~st":"graders'.mi'scues tended to have 
• 0 • 
. ' 
a·~igh graphi~ sim~larity t6 the ~xpecte4 ~~spons~ (70%] . 





















A very low percentage of their miscues was•pyntactically 
or semantically constrained (20%). The third-grade students, 
\ 
although taught by the same code emphasis program, were a 
great deal more sensitive to contextual cues th.an were the IJitl 
first graders. All ~t 10% of the third-graders' miscues 
were semantically constrained. Seventy~nine percent of 
their miscues indicated syntactic constraints and 76% of. , 
their miscues wer.e graphically'similar. It appears that 
the third ~raders have been successful in integrating phonics 
and contextua~ cu~s. 
summary 
Since 1965 studies have a~~empted to an~lyz~, within 
. . 
a psycholinguistic frame~ork, oral rea~ing miscues. Research 
' . ~ ' 
using the ~oodman . Taxonomy of Reading (1969), the Readi~g 
Miscue Inventory ( 1972), or modified versi,ons of this 
procedure has · enabled reading researphers to gain in·s1ght 
int~ the re~~Ung process.· ·During this period researc~ers 
have attempted to determine the causes underlying the 
unexp~cted responses or mi.scues. Studies have concentrated 
. 
on how readers utilqze. the cueing systems of language. and 
... 
how readers of different proficiency levels diff er in their 
. . 
us~ of the systems • . Research has shown that readers rely 
in varyin/degrees'.upqn information from the graphophonic, 
































ME THO DO LOGY 
The purpose of this study was to compare the read-
ing behaviour of proficient and less proficient fourth-
grade readers to determine differences · in their reading 
strategie-s. Th.is chapter- will !?resent the design of the 
study, a description of the sample us~d, the 'instrumentation 
·used in the study, methods. and. procedures. ~ilized, and • 
questions examined in the study. ·---
,Design 
Forty-one students in two grade four classes were 
selected in May, 1980 , · to read orally the · story "Space Pet., 11 
selected from the Reading Misque Inventory (1972) • The Fry 
Readability Formula (M. Cheek & E. Cheek, 1980) indicated 
·the readability of this story to - be of an early fifth-grade 
level. This story was chdsen because 
. ' 
/ - '~-would be difficult enough·to~enerate 
' j 
# 
it was felt that it 
a sufficient number 
of miscues. The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D, 
Form 1 (1968) was administered in inid-May, ·1~80, to all 
I 
students in order to ·obtain individual _grade equivalent 
scores fo~ comprehension. 
The reading ·_comprehension grade. scores ranged from 

















between _.¥.'2 and 4. 7 and between 4. 9 and 5. 4 were selected/ 
..A'l for the study. This indicated a reading level of not mor.e 
--~ 
... 
. . ~ 
than 6 months above grade .level and not more than 6 months 
bela~ grade level. At the time of the t;sting the studtnts' 
grade level was 4.8. The classroom teachers' rating of the 
students' reading abilities supported the grade level com-
prehension scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. 
The writ~r was ~erested in examining the similari-
ties and differences in the use of the cueing systems by 
proficient and less proficient readers within a !-year 
difference in reading level and therefore excluded the 31 
. . 
remaining students from the study .. 
' .. The following questions were examined in this 'study: 
1. Do all readers, whatever the~r stage or level of pro-
ficiency, utilize ·all three cueing systems to the- · ,,~ 
extent that not less tha~ 20% of t~r.miscues show 
graphophonic similarity, syntact~. (( acceptability, and 
t 
;e~nt~c acce~tability? 




' Db the miscues of less- proficient readers have a highe~ 
0 
graphophonemic proximity to the expected response than 
th; miscues of proficient read,ers? . 
Do proficient rea~ers produce. a higher perce~tage of 
syntactically acceptable miscues than' less. prof icien\; 
read~s? · 
Do proficient readers produce a higher percentage of . 



















6. Do less proficient readers produce a higher percentage 
of miscues resulting in meaning change than prof~cient 
readers? • 
7. Do proficient readers correct a higher percentage of 
miscues than less proficient readers? 
' 
8. Do less proficient readers correct a higher percentage 
' of semantically acceptable miscues than proficient 
reader's? 
Tne Sai!)ple 
The initial test population consisted of 41 hetero-
geneously grouped fourth-grade students from an elementary 
. \ 
school..oi~ Pbrtugal Cove-,- New.foun.dlaqd. This school, which· 
. . 
is. under the juris~iction of the ~valon Consol'idated School 
Board, was selected for the stu~y because the writer was 
employed at the school at the time of the study. The 10· 
students in the study were selected after all of the fourth-
grade students were administered the Gates-MacGinitie 
Reading Tests, Survey D, Form 1 (1968). Students who w~re 
.j 
reading 6 months or more above grade level or more than 
, 
6 mo~ths ·below. grade level were excluded from_tne study. The. 
students .selected for study were being instructed from the 
same basal reader, Hockey Cards and.Hopscotch, Level 4, of 
the Nelson Language Development Readihg Proqram ( 1971). 
. ' 
Instrumentation 
The instr~ents used in this study ~ncluded the 



























Survey Dr Form l (1968), and the Reading Misc~e Inventory 
(Y. Goodman & C. Burke, 1972). 
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests 
The G'ates-MacGin,itie< Read,ing Tests, Survey D, 
Form l, was administered by t~e classroom teachers to all 
students in the two grade four classrooms from which the 
sample was selected for this s~udy. Survey D is intended 
for use' in grades four through six. The test consists of 
three subtests--speed and accuracy, vocabulary, and compie-
hension. The speed..,and accuracy subtest was n~t adminis-
tered. Although the voc~lary -subtest ·w~-administered, 
the students were selected for the study on· the basis of · 
the comprehension subtest .score rather than on vocabulary· 
and comprehension scores or on a composite score. The· 
authors of the test suggest that the comprehension score be 
used if a single index of reading ability is desired. 
The comprehension subtest consists of 21 passages 
" containing a total of 52 blank spaces. The student has a 
choice of five completions for each blank space and must 
consider the meaning of the whole pa~sage when choosing an-
answer. Initially, the passages. are ·easy but beco~e more 
·, 
. difficu~~ as the~reader progresses. Norms for the te,t 
were developed by administering the test to approximat~ly· 
40·, 000 pupils in 38 communities across the. United States 
(Gates & MacGinitie, 1,965). The cornprehens.ive standardiza-
tion.methods, according to Van .Roekel (Bures, 19i2), were· 
.. 
·\ vef y carefully/ done. 
~ \ \. 
\ 












The directions for the test were read carefully to 
the children and sample exercises worked through with them. 
The time limits assigned to each test, 15 minutes for the 
vocabulary subtest and 25 minutes for the compMehension sub-
test, were adhered to rigidly. 
The Reading Miscue Inventory 
(1,. 
The Reading Miscue Inventory (RMI) (Y. Goodman & C. 
Burke, 1972) is a diagnostic and evaluative instrume.nt that 
has evolved from the Goodman ~axonom of Readin 
This instrument provides ·a qualitative as well as a anti-
tative analysis of reading proficie~cy. The RMI consists 
of a manual, ~ practice ana~ysis manual, selected read~ngs 
for· taping, coding -sheets, and profile 'sheet~ for each · --
individubl reader. Six taped readings .are included f or use 
with the practice an~lysis manual to familiarize- the user 
of the RMI with proper di agnost1c and evaluation procedures . 
The reading selections. vary_in difficulty and length and 
represent a wide range of interests. 
·· Testing Procedures 
A letter was sen~ to the parents (see Appendix} 
of each chi~d ~n the initial population asking permission 
for their child 'to participate in a study to be ~ndertaken 
by the ~riter. The writer briefly outlined the purpose of 
~he study. Once the parents returned the letters of consent 
~ 
a time was scheduled with eacn child to begin testing. The· 
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• periods and after school hours of the children's s.chool 
day. This arrangement met with the approval of the teachers 
and the principal of the school. 
Each child read individually in a room which was 
fairly quiet with just the writer present. The writer ' 
explained to each child the nature and purpose of the task. 
The child was asked to read a story in order that the writer 
might find out fOme thin~bout the· wa.he/she read·. The 
reader was told that ~he/she might encounter some difficult 
words but that the writer would ' not be able to provide ~he 
-pronunciation or definition of the word. If the child was 
not successful in identifying a word he/she should continue 
to read on. 
The child was informed .. that during the reading th~ 
writer would be followi~g along a copy of the same story 
and making notes from time to time. :,The ch~ld was also told 
th~t following the reading ~e/she would be asked to retell 
as much of the ~tory as possible. The writer informed the 
child that- a tape recorder would be used to tape the read-
ing ~ince the writer would' want to listen to the. readi~g at 
a later time. The child was asked to state his/her name 
prior to beginning to read, The writer .sat to the side and 
bac~ a litt~~om _ the child in order not to distract him/ 
her while reading.· 
Each· child was given the origi!lal cZ' of ~he story 
.. .,) 
"Space Pet" selected from the Reading Miscue Inventory 
. . 
~Y. Goodman & c. Burke, 1972} • The readability level of 
t 
v 
' . ·. ~ 
.j 
j 










this passage, as determined by the Fry Readability· Formula, 
ind-icated that it ought to oe difficult enough to generate ! 
' a sufficient number of miscues. The writer noted miscues, 
including substitutions, reversals, omissions, and inser-
tiona. This was recorded on a copy of the text which the 
child read. No assistance was given to-the child during 
the testing period. 
Following the reading of the story each child was 
asked to retell as much of the story as he/she could 
t 
remember. The retelling was audiotaped for later listening 
at which time the ·retelling was 'written verbat~m. In order 
to determine as closely as possible the child's comprehen~ 
sion oi character; ,plot, events, and theme, the writer 
asked questiOnS based On the Child IS 'retelling~ rather than 
questions which contained information that the child had 
not included in his/he-~~telling. A retelling score was 
assigned to eacn chitd· The retelling of the story produce~ 
a possible retelling score of 100 points. Each. of the four 
categories is . assigned points as follows: character 
analysis, which is subdivided into character recall and 
development, 30 poi~ts; theme~ 20 points, plot, 1~ points; 
and events, 30 points. The child's retelling was compared 
\ 
with a r·etell~ng format and points assigned. The retelling 
format prepared by Y. Goodman and• c. ,Burke ( 1 consists 
,, 
of .the categories listed prev~ously, an 












The audio tape• were monitored and additional mis-. 
cues were noted for each child. These miscues were added 
to tho.se already on the prepared copy of the text as a part 
of the miscue analysis procedure. The miscues were then 
coded according to the Reading Miscue Inventory (1972). 
Miscues were identified.as: 
·substitution: A word which differs from the word i~ the 
~ext • . The incorrect wo~d is written over the correct 
word (Y. ·Goodman & C. Burke, 1972). 
Insertion: Any word or·punctuation that is inserte~int~ 
. the text. An insertion is indicated by an insertion 
sign 1\ (Y • . Goodman & c. Burke, 1972}. 
Omission: Any word, word part, or punctuation· that is 
.. 
omitted from· ·the text. .This is indicateQ. by. circling 
the omitted portion (Y. Goodman & C. Burke, 1972) .• 
Reversal: Any letters, words, phrases, or clauses which are 
interchanged. Reversals are indic~ted by using the 
editors' transpositional symbol, i.e. C{V (Y. Goodman & 
c. Bur~e, 1972). 
-t Following are exam~es of eabh type of miscue taken 
from the reading of children wpo participated .in the study. 
~ 
Substitution 




Sven removed the mask qnd she hopped onto his 
finger. 













Reader·: None of figured out wh..y he ~hose the pet he did. 
Text: None of us figured out why he dhose the pet he did. 
Insertion 






a little sleep in space . 
This was not as hard as it sounds since you need 
~ittle sleep in space. 
She usually wakes up 1?-im· 
She usually 
" 
wakes him up. 
·• 
., 
---Each miscue was viewed .in terms of intonation-, 
graphic and sound ~imilarity, gramm~tical function, correc-
tion of miscue, grammatical acceptability, semantic accept-
ability, and meaning · change. The Reading Miscue Inventory 
(1972) procedures include asking questions about each of 
the reader's miscues. Y. Goodman and c. Burke (1972) said 
that "these questions are asked about each miscue so that 
' the effect of all the language systems operating within the 
reading process can be measured" (p. 49). 
The ques~ions asked about each miscue £allow: 
1, Does the miscue involve a shift .i.n intonation? Intona-
.. 
tion is coded as a miscue only when a change in gram-
matical structure occurs or when there is a c~ange in 
meaning. 
' . 
2. How much graphic similarity is there between the observed 
··~ 
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58 
parts of the miscue are similar to the text word the 
miscue is coded as having high graphic similarity and 
marked "Y". If only one part of the ~scue is similar, 
the miscue is coded as having. some simi~ity and is 
marked "P". If no similarity exists the miscue is 
marked "N". 
3. \. Does the miscue sound like the text word? Again, if . 
two or more parts of the mis~ue sound like the text 
word, it is considered to ha~gh sound similarity ,. 




one part .of '-t;he text word, it has some 
similarity 
( . 
and is marked "P": and if no part of the 
miscue is similar in sound to the text word, it is 
mark-eci "N". 
4. Does the miscue have the same grammatical function as . 
the wo~d in the text? If the miscue has the same gram-
matical function as .the text word, it is marked "Y"; 
if it is .different,- -it is marked "N". Occasionally the 
language unit resulting from a miscue may be so 'short • 
or disrupted that the grammatical function cannot be 
determined. · In such cases, a "P" mark is. assigned. If 
the miscue is an omission or insertion, or involves 
more than one word, this category is not marked. 
5. pees the reader correct the, misc!J-e? If. the .miscue is 
'-
~orrected, it is marked "Y"; · if the reader attempts. a ·· 
correction but is unsuccessful, or if a correct resp9nse 










correction is attempted, the miscue is marked "li". 
6. Is the sentence in which the miscue occurs a grammati-
cally ac~ stru~tu~e? If the miscue occurs in a 
sentence which is grammatica~ly acceptable and is, 
acceptable in relation to prior and subsequent sentences 
. '1\ in the text, the miscue is marked "Y"~ if the miscue 
....... 
' . 
occurs in a sentence which is grammatically acceptable 
. . 
but is not' acceptable in relation to prior or subsequent 
sentences in~ the text, or if the .miscue is grammatically 
acceptable only with the ·sentence port~on prior _to or 
following the misc)le, the miscue~s ~rked "P 11 • If the 
miscue occurs in a sentence which is not grammatically 
t'• 
acceptable, then the !Jliscue is marked · "N 11 • 
.. 
7. Is the sentence in which the miscue oceurs .semantically 
accepta~le? If the miscue .occurs in a sentence wnich 
_...; ,...,. ........ 
is semantiaally acceptable in relation uo., prior 'and 
' · ~· . 
subsequent sentences within the te~t, the miscue is 
'· 
ma.r~d "Y"; if the miscue occurs in a se(ltenc~ which is 
', 
~emantically acceptable, but not acceptable 'in relation 
to pri.o.r and ~ubsequent sentences, or is semant.ically 
. acceptable only with the sentende ·prior to or following 
' . -
the miscue, it is marked "·P"; · if the miscue oc.curs in ~ 
"' " . a sentence that is.--not se!l'antically acceptaol'e, it ·is 
marked "~.  · · 
.. 
• B. Does the -miscue result in a change in ~anin~? If the 
mis.cue causes an extensive q!l·ahge in meaning,- it is 
marked ••y": if a minimal cha:qge in meaning is· i~~;Ved, 
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the miscue is marked 11 P 11 ; ai·id if no change in meaping 
occurs because of the miscue,. it is marked· "N". 
J1.any ·of the chi~dr~n • s mis~u~-~ ...... in this study were 
• 
probably influenced by dialect. · Studies ha-ve coijcluded, 
.. however, that dialect does not interfere with reading COil\-
"' 
:·( .• prehension (Liu, 1976; Rigg, 1974; Sims., ~972; Nalker, 
1975). Therefore this study did not include coding the 
miscues.in terms of dialect. 
"' 
• The questiQns asked about ea~ ~iscue pro~ide one 
~~:P ~ quaiitative 's well as a quantitative analysis ·of · 
Th~uali~ativ~ dif~~;-.. 
. ~ ' 
an individual's reading 
. \1 . 
ences can be recognized 
rn~scues. 
~ . 
in the .- miscues ·qf ., these tw~ ·readers 
<' . 
., who participated in this sJUdy: ' ' 
. . ··. ..... . 
'· . . 
went . · ' 
... First Rea.der: .' . I wa·s. still· ~::mly half awake ,when 1· ':foined 
. . • ,.. \. ~ :1 I 
the others at.-.. bre~kfas~ ·• · ·· 'I) •. 
. . . . • . '-. · · · tlia t , · . 
J?econd Reader: ,She • s paver .don'e thid' b~fore. 
. : . . •... 
~oth re~der~ each ~ne. miscue. . The ~~cue of . th~) fii~t 
~ re~der, howev~r ~ resul.ted ·in Sl fSyntactlcally/semanti~aliy 
. \ . . . . ; . \ . . . 
\lnacceptabl~ 'sentence·. ·The miscue. of the ·-second ·reader is 
. . . .- ·. . . . 
. , . . \ ' ' . 
no~.disruptive . qf ' grammatical ' structur~ ·and . i~· causes a 
. \ . 
. ........ ~ .... 
minimal ~~a~.ge : ~~e~ti~g.. ·,) 
. S~m.~l..,arities :and diffe.rences · .il,l m~~ typ~s and 
. • . . . "" . ., . I 
the use of cueing .ststems that exists · among ~ea?e1~ wi1;.h,in 
• . ' . \ . ' \J 
each grqup wer~ examiped ~ The miscues . of each group were 
·~ :exami~~d in te.rms ~f-. ~e .amount of graphic/,so~nd similarity, · 
I , . ' 'f ' : t ' f ' ! 
~· 
.. .. . . 
the per~ent of synta.cti,cally 'and semantically . ~c:ceptable · 
. . . 
'· .. . 
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miscues; the percent of ~s.cu_es corrected, and the extent 
• to 'whic~ each. group's miscue~ disrupted t he meaning of the . 
passage. 
~~ I ' 
. · 





















































































The purpose of this .~apter is to ptesent the find-
• 
ings of the studyas t~ey relate to the questions posed by 
the writer. The questions examinep in the study follow: 
.1. Do all readers, whatever their stage or level of pro-







extent that not less than 20% of their miscues show . 




Do ~11 readers utilize the three cueing systems .e4ually? 
, 
Do · tl:te miscues of -less p_rofi~i.ent ~~~ders have a ~h~gh~r 
c;i,rapho~emic proximity to the expected response than 
the miscues of tb~ . profi~ient '·reader?· 
\ 
Do proficient 'readers produce a higher percen~age of 
.... . . 
syntactically accept~ble miscues than le~s ·proficient 
.. , 
readers? 
Do _proficient readers produce a higher percentage of ~ 
semantically· accep~abfe miscues than less proficient 
\ readers? 
• . 
6. Do less profi~ient retders produce a higher percentage 
,of miscues 'that result in, rdeaning change th~n proficient 
•• • 
readers? 
1. po · proficient readers correct a h gher percentage of 
mis~u's ~han le;~ proficient read r~? .,. 
'· 
"62 : 
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8. Do less profic-ient readers correct a hi.gl\er percenta.ge 
• 
of semantically acceptable miscues than proficient 
readers? 
The writer examined the si.roilari ties and differ-
' ences in the.ways in which proficient and less proficient 
readers utilize the three cueing systems of laaguage which 
. -
63 . 
tl)ey have available (i.e., the graphophonic, the syntac~ic, 
and the semantic cueing systems} • Mean percentages were 
\ 
tabulated for the ,proficient and less proficient grO';JPS of 
' . 
. 




similarity, syntactic acceptabili'f::Yr semantic acceptab~lity, 
corrected ·miscues, miscues resulting in meaning . change, and 
. -,_ _-/ 
the total number of miscues genera tea by readers in each 
.I 
group. The · vJ.iables . examined and refe_rred to in the 
tables.· are defined by Y. Goodman and c. Burke (19'12) , as 
follows·; 
. : ... 
. . ' . 
High ~raphic simila.rity ~ If two of tl!!'ee parts of 
thii- m.1.scue are similar to the te~t item a ·high 
.deg;ree of similarity is sa~~ .to exist.. (p. 53) 
High sound similarity - If two of three parts o~ 
tfie· miscue are similar to the text i tern a high 
del]ree 'of similarity· is said to exist. (p. 53) 
' \ • I 
Syntactical acce.ptab'ili ty - The miscue occurs in 
a septence which is grammatical;Ly acceptable ·and---
is acceptable in relation to . prior and subsequent 
--sen.te~k:es in the text. ( p. 6 3) · ..,. . · • 
The ·miscue occurs. in a 
sentence w c s s an icaily acceptable and is 
acceptab~e in ·relation to prior and subsequent 
sentences within the text. (p. 63) : '-
'I 
.· \ 






















Corrected miscue - When a reader becomes aware 
that he has made a miscue, he may attempt to 
correct either silently or orally, or he may 
choose to continue without correcting. (p. 59) 
Meaning change - An extensive Qhange in meaning J 
is _involved. (p. 63) ' 
Analysis of the Data 
64 
• 
Question 1. Do all readers, whatever their ·stage or level 
of proficiency,utilize all three cueing systems to the 
t! 
extent that not less than 20% of their miscues show grapho-
phonic similarity, syntactic acceptability, and se~antic 
acceptability? , 
Findings. Table 1 presents the percentage of proficient 
~, 
readers' miscues having high -·graphic sJ,milarity, high 
s~und similarity, grammatical ~eptability, and sema~tic· 
acceptability. The findings indicate that .readers in both 
' 
groups· utilize all thr~e .cueing systems to vary~ng degrees,. 
Table 1 
Percentage of Proficient Reader.s' Miscues. Ha:ving H.igh 
Graphic Similarity, High sound ·similarity, Syntactic 
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Sound ·· ~ntacti'c · 
Similarity , Accepta~4lity . 
• 59 I . 40 
35 ' 43 
75 so 






































For the proficient group of readers, the miscues 
having a h~graphic similarity to the expected response 
ranged from 35 to 7S%, with a mean of 54%. The miscues 
having a high sodhd similarity to the text ranged from 35 
to 75%, with a mean of 52%. This group of readers produced 
miscues having syntactical acceptability, with a range of 
40 to 63%, and a mean oi 51%. There was a range of 28 to 
52% for miscues having semantic acceptability, with a mean 
I of 38%. . 
j 
l'lhile this group of readers used- all three cueing 
systems, they relied more heavily on graphophonic cues than 
. :. . . 
on syrttactic or semantic. cues. " .lrable ' 2 presents th~ per-
. . 
'centage 3£ less proficient readers,.. ·111iscues. having · high" 





Percentage .of Less Proficient . Readers' Miscues Having 
'High Graphic Similarity, Hi.gh Sound Similarity., 
Syntactic Acceptabilit-y, and., 
· semantic Acceptability .~ 
High High) 
Student Graphic . sound 
Similar i-t Similar it 
· .. 
F 55 49 2S. 20 
" G 66 68 . 61: 43 
H 75 73 48 1 34 
• a 
I .. 59 54 40 26 
. ~ • 
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The miscues of the less proficient group of readers 
having a hi~h graphic similarity to the text indicated a 
-range of 53 to 75%, with a mean score of 62% . There was a 
range of 44 to 73% of miscues having a high sound similarity 
to the expected response, with a mean of 58%. 
There was a range of 25 to 6l~~the less pro-fi-
cient readers' miscues which were syntactically acceptable, 
with a'mean of 42%. Twen~y to 43% of this group's miscues 
were semantically.acceptable, with a mean of 29%. Although 
a mean of 60% ~f the less proficient readers' .... miscues 
showed a high graphic/sound relationship, the findings -
- , 
indicate that - they utili2\e all ·three cueing syst't:!rns. 
. • -1 
. • f 
Question 2 • . Do , all r~dders utilize · the . cueing . syste~s 
equ·ally?· 
, 
Findings ·. Table 3 p'rese~t~ the mean percent·ages for the 
pr_oficient. and Hts~ proficient groups in th_e four variables--
high graphi~ similarit.y:, high·. ~un~ s·imilarity, syntactic 
-· { -
acceptability, and semantic acceptability. 
Table 3 · 
• 
Profici ent and Less Proficient Readers' Mean Percentages 
ro~ High Graphic ·similarity, High Sound Similarity, 










· -·- · ~- · .. - -
High 
Soun_d .! ·· Syntact~c 
Similarity Acceptability 



















The data indicate that the re~ders in this study do 
not utilize the cueing systems equally, nor do the two 
groups of readers use them equally. The miscues of the 
less proficient readers show a mean of 62% of their mis-
cues having a high graphic similarity and a ~ean~ 58% 
with a high . sound similarity to the expected response, as 
compared to the proficient readers who had a mean of 54% of 
. 
their miscues with a high graphic similari.ty and .a_mean of 
52% with a high sound similarity.. The less proficient 
readers relied ~~ore heavily on the graphophoriic cueing 
system- than did the profici~nt readers. The proficient 
group. produce.d a higher numbe:· ol syntactica~ly acceptable .· 
. . 
m~scues than the . less profic~ent readers, with a mea~/of 
Sl% •· The findings for the le13s proficient group indicate 
a mean of 42% of syntactically acceptable misc·u~s. The 
greatest difference in the mean percentages for ·both groups 
was in semantic acceptability. The mean percentage of 
semantically acceptable miscues fjr , the proficient readers 
was 38, and for t~e less proficient .readers, 29 . 
Q11estion 3 • ..;.no the miscues of the less proficient readers . 
have a higher graphophonemic proximity to the expected 
response ' .than the. 'miscues. of the profi~ient re·aders? 
. . 
Findings. In this ~tudy the readers in the less proficient 
group produced more miscues with a high .graphic similarity 
to the text than did the readers in the proficie.nt -~group 
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• 
graphic simi~arity to the expected response was 62 for the 
less proficient readers and 54 for the proficient group. : 
This indicates a ftifference, of B percentage pain~~ i n the 
two groups. The readers in the less proficient group pro-
68 
duced a higher number of miscues with a high sqund similarity 
to the expected response than d i d the readers in the profi-
.. •· 
cient group. The mean of the less proficient readers' mis-
cues wi~a h~~h sound sim~1arity to the expected response 
was ~8%, while the mean of the_ pro~icient readers' miscues 
with a high similarity . to the expected response was· 52% . ... 
The results indicate tha~ in this study the miscues of the 
-less proficient readers have a higher graphic/sound similar- · 
ity to the expected· response. than the mis,cues o.f the 
prbficient readers. 
,. 
Que·stion 4 • Do proficient readerS produce a higher perce'nt-
' age of syntactically acceptable miscues _than less proficient 
readers? 
• Findings. The mean percentage of the syntactically accept-
.. 
able. miscue~ prod~ced by th~ proficient group of readers was 
51, while the mea~ perc;;·entage of those misc~es produ~ed by 
. . . .. .. . . . . ~ . 
the less proficient readers was 42. This indicates that 
. - .· 
the proficient re_aders in this study produced m~e syn~acti­
cally acceptabi e miscues .than did the l .ess proficient 
. . 
readers (see · Tabl.e 3). 
r 
f . •, I 
-·. ~· . .... . ... 





Que~tion 5. Do proficient readers produce a higher per-
centage of semantically acceptable miscues than less 
proficient readers? 
Findings. The proficient readers produced more miscues 
& -
that were semantically acceptabl.e than did the less pro-
ficient readers. The mean of the semantically acceptable 
miscues produced by the proficient group was 38%, while the 
mean of those miscues produced by the less proficient readers 
was 29%. This i~dicat..e.s__a_9 _% difference .in__t.h_e_____two group__s_ __ _ 
(see Table 3 ) • 
Ques.ti.on 6. Do proficient readers "!:orrect a higher percent-
· age 'of miscue.s than less proficient readers? 
Findings. Table 4 presents the total·miscues, the percent-
~e of 'corrected miscues, and the misc~es resulting in mean-
li-
., ing change for each ~eader in the · proficient group. 
' 
Table 4 . 
The Proficient Readers' Total Miscues, the Percentage of 
Corrected Miscues, and _ the P~rce·nta:ge of Miscues 
Resulting in Meaning Change 
---
• Percentage Percentage of Miscues 
Total of Resulting in 
Student Miscues Corrected Miscues Meaning Change 
A. 43 28 35 
B 49 39 .J7 ' .. 
0 
c 34 18 ! -9 
o· 27 63 30 
• 
E 59 24 26 ~ 
,_ 
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The proficient reader's corrected a higher percent-
age of miscues than did the less pro fie ient readers. The 
number of miscues corrected by the proficient readers 
ranged from 18 to 63%, with a mean of 34%. Table~ 5 presents 
the total miscues, the percentage of corrected miscues, and 
the miscues resulting in meaning change for the less pro-
-.. . 
ficient group. The miscues corrected by the less . profi-
cient readers ranged frpm 16 to 49%, with .a mean of 29%. 
Table 5 
The Less Proficient Readers' Total Misc_ues, the Percentage_ 
of Corrected Miscues, and the Percentage of Miscues 
Resulting in Meaning Chan9:e 
Percentage 
Percentage of Miscues 
Studen'0 
Total of Resulting in 
Mi·scu:es • Corrected ~iscue:s ·' Meaning Change 
F 60 33 43 
G 69 16 33 
H 61 18 ' 41 
I 47 49 45 
J 57 27 39 
Question 7. Do less proficient readers ~roduc~ ~ higher 
.· ...... . 
percentage of miscues t~t. result in meaning change than 
more proficient readers? 
Findings. Tab1e 6 · indicat~ the· means for total miscues, • 
corrected miscues, and mis~ues resulting ~~ meaning change 








· ·--.,._ _ _..---/ 
Tllble 6 
Proficient and Less Proficient Readers' Mean Percentages 
For Total -·Miscues, Corrected Miscues, and Miscues ' 
Proficient 
Less- Proficient 














The results indicate that less ~rof~cient readers 
produce a highe:r:: number of miscues that result in meaning 
r 
charige 'than do· the proficient. readers. A ·range of 2 6 to 
37% of the miscues produced by the proficient readers 
resulted in a meaning change,· with a m~f 3'1\. The find-
, iiigs indicat'e that a range of 3~ to 4~· of.)be les~ profi-" 
cient· readers• m~scues resul-ted in a change in meaning, with 
a mean of 40%. 
" Question 8. Do less proficient .readers correct a higher 
p~rcentage o~ semantic~lly al::ceptable miscu,es than profi-
cient readers? # 
Findings~ The readers in the prof ~cient group corrected' 
-
a sl.ightly higher percentage of semantically acce·ptabl~ mis-
··-
cues than did the readers in the less pr'oficien't .group • 
. This was n<;>t exfecte~.· The proficient r ·eaae·r _s corrected 
. . 
23% of their. miscu~s w~ich were semantically acceptable 
~ . . ' 
while the less proficient. r~a~ers corrected 22-%. 
At 
A further .. e)(~inination .of the._ miscue types for both 
groups indicated. that the readers in the. ,less pr~ficient 
. . . 
-~ .. -
'· 
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group produced sl ightl:? more 11onsense 'nliscues than did the 
. e;, ' . -
~trof icient read~S.., Five percent·_ of the less proficient . 
readers' rt:~it>cues were nonsense wor~ while the percentage 
,. " . 
' of nonsense miscues for the proficient group of ~readers was 
' 3%. Another siight difference between the two ·groups of 
readers is in the number of omission miscues. 'I,'he percent-
' .~ 
age of omissions for the proficient readers was ,ll%A . and 
,. .. ~ ' ' ~-~ 
·· for · less profici"ent read~s, 12%·. : . The reader~n the. p~o~ 
fticient group producetl. C\n average of 42. 4' miscues, while • 
. , 
..... 
those in the. less prof icien~ group produced an average of 
'57. 2- - ' • ~ vJ 
1\ 
Oqesti?ns 6; . .7, :and a of · i~W Reading. Miscu·e 
. • II ~ : 
Inventor(. (197?l "a;;~ ~~birrelated . to· produce patt~rns 
. . . 
1 .: which gi v~ · i:~sigh t into how· co~·cern~d • the ··reader is that 
his oral reading· spunds like language·,, (p- 11) - The .pat-
.... ' > 
. . 
terns indicate the reader's s.trength. in using tne s~ntac;;t:lc 
. '( ~nd· semantic· cueing sys'te;ns. IIi the "weaknesses in grail\-
0 
matical relationsnips" column the less proficient ·readers 
' . .' I. • 
. ~ . ~ 
had 'a mean of 38%,. while the P,_roficient. readers had a mean·~ ' 
'0£ ' 29.4%. The l~ss . proficient reade~s wer'e . less concerned 
. ' . ; ' 
that oral . reading should sound like language·. 
. . . . . ~ .· . . . ~ . ' . \ : . 
Similarly r ques.ti.ons 6·; ·!J, and· '9. ·are· interrelated 
. . . . - . ' . . .,. , . "' 
to produce ~a ~pattern which indic.at,es the e~tent · of meaning' 
I) ~ ' •• • • • _ ... • 
loss. ·The pattern indica~es w~t,her 
ine~ninJ, p~rtial 'l.o~s, ,p or, te>.tal loss. 
I • • ' • .. I ·._ . 
the .. miscues. 
' . . 
·, , . I 
... 
... . 
. . . . ) 
. , ,• . 
\ ' ': 
. .. ' 
~. ~ 






there~ . is no loss • i~ . ' . 
of mean:ing caused)by 
' . 
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Table 7 presen~s the percentage of miscues - causing 
.c;! 
no loss, partial lo_ss, an,d total loss 
readers within the proficieQt group.· 
in co~~rehenlion for 
....... , . 
The prlot'icient reade.rs 
)~ . ~ F ~produced a mean of 59% miscues which resulted in no luss in 
\ 




Percentage,~£ Proficient Reade~s' Miscues Resulting in 
No t,oss, Paiti'al Loss, and ·Total Loss in Gomprehens~on 
d ----------------~~~----------=-~~~~---------=~~~~--~--Total Loss No Loss Partial Loss. 
in in -in . 


























Tab.l,e 8 presehts the percentage of misc4es causj.ng : . 
. . . 
. ' · ~ 
no _loss, partial loss, and •. total loss in comprel_len~ic;m for 
' . . . . . r· 
readerS :within , th~ leSS ~rofic'ie~t grOUp • Th~e~S ~rOfi- I 
cient readers Pi:Oduced a mean of 52% 'mi.scu~s which - resu:lted 
in no loss <;fin ~omprehens;i.ort, ~~tl'\ a ra_nge .of, 4_5 to 66_%-. 
Table ,9 indicates.' the me_an~ of .l,tis~u~s ' ~ahsi~g- _ho ,-
. . r. . -
ioss~ ·--'p~r'bial los~, and to~al lo.ss . in .cb~prehem·~~on· . ~Y~ .both·. _. 
gFoups: _ More o~thE! less' p,rof- ic{e·nt _:~~~der·~ ' · · Jil:iscu~~ _. : 
. , . ~ ' - I . 
resulted in sorte loss .of mea.ni~g. · The ~ornpJ;epens~o.p pat.-
te<':• ln~oated that the ,p>'of~Oi~nt ~i.d~r• .. ~~~ :~; m.e~~. of; .. 
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. • # f·· :_., . · ~ ''\ 
while .the ,less. "'proficient readers 'had a · mean of 27.% in total 
-t .. • l ' . ' .!' · , 
loss of; con'lpr_ehension, and a ran~e of 15 to· 35% • 
f , 
.. Table 8 
. ' 
Percentage of Less· Prof· cient Readers' 'Miscues Resulting in 
No Loss~ Partial 'Lbss!, and Total ·Loss in . Comprehension 
I • "" ' • • 
. ' 
·. ·Student 
. , ·. 
F 




.. ,· J ' 
., .. 
· .. 
· ,. -\I 







50· ' .... . ()· " . ·• 15 j 
--.. 
• 1 ' ,' · 
. 51 ·. ~3 
48 . . ' .. 19 · 
. ....... ·~~ " 
', 
·. 66 .. 19 
-45 :• ·2a 
-{ -; -
Tab-le 9 




' · · . , .. f r · , ·• · '-... P~o'ficient and Less 'Proficient Readers i_ 'ean Percerit~~~or·. ~ 













.- Prof-icient . 





. .. i . . 
Less Proficient 






retelling _of the story he/she 
... 
· Based on :he· chii:d '! 
• ·,j,.,. re~d, and his/her · answers . to 
.. ' 
quest~ons posed by the writer, 
I 
a .retelli-ng score ,was -assiql'ft!d to · e~ch child. _The rete11inq · 
• . ·' 4 . . . ,/ . 
scores . for both the · proficient ·. and the less " p~ficient 9roup 
. 1· . . . 
··var,ied cons~derably~-from · 20 to 45-~ .for the" proficient 
~ • . ' . -· I 
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The profici~nt readers' mean retelling score , wa~ 27% •. The:· 
less proficient rea,ders produc~d a .mean retelling' scor~ ;. 
'of 22%. Jt•is interesting to note that the two readers in 
.. ' ' 
. .. 
the proficient .group of readet,~ wh.o obtained the "l)fghest 
'-·. 
" .. ,) . . .. .. 
retellj.ng scores used the syntactic and semantic cueing 
systems ·_tq_ a somewhat greater . degr~e than the ·gr.aphophonic 
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·~ -~ ' ~. )- ~ .· 
' •.\ . 
~ither ~elied more h~avily ~n graphophoni~ - cues or _ app~ared 
' '· ·~ '' : . I ' ':' • • ' ': I ' t 
to us.e:_.the three .systems _ equally~ . \ 




Summary . · I 
Tbe-.fin- indicate that all' readers in . this 
_study use the . t~ree c~eing systems whic~ are at ~their dis- . 
posal, ·· but they vary in the extent· to which ea9h. syst:ern .. is 
• 
if utilized. · Less proficient readers tend . to_ rely more peavi~ 
. . 
on;. the gr.aphophonic syste~han do pt'oficient readers. 
Proficient .read~rs produce '.morr syn:actically .and semant~- . 
. . . . : . . . . 
ca,lly acceptable miscues. Proficient readers· correct.a 
· ;~eatel'· proport.i.on of their miscues .• ;and tney produce fewer . 
. , ~r · . 
miscues which cause a . change in meariing tha.n do less profi-
~.. . . . • 
cient readers·. The. g~a·test diffe~ences ,in the· · two 'g~oups 
' .#1. • • • 
in . t.p1~ . study a.re .in the~ percf:mtag~~semantically\ and 
. ~ 
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. . CHAPTER V 
.... 
""' '<'... • 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this · ch~~ter _is to summarize the 
. . 
study,- to ~resent th~ coricdusions based on .the. findings of 
the s:tudy, and to di'scuss the implications for the_ teachi ng ~ - \ 
. 11 · 
• I • 
of reading as they re~te to these findings. · Finally, it 
. will · o-ffer reconurienda~ions for future research •. 
. summary. 
The intention of this study was to exami~e the. 
• . 4 • 
similarities and differences·in the ways in which proficient 
and les~· 'profici~n~ readets utilize the t~ef cueing sys-
. . . . 
terns .  of· language (i.e. , . the· graphophbnic, the syntactic, 
.· '. 
and the s~mantic) 4tat .'!ore available to them. Forty-one· ( ' . 
students in two. grade _four cfasses Were select~d to read 
.. 
orally the story "Space P.et" ·selected from th -Reading, .... 
. - : . 
. . . 
Mi;scue Inventory (1~7-2) ... Following the 
. ~-tory each child was asked to retell as uch of the. story 
.. as possible·. The w~iter fo!lowed along with· a pltoco~ of 
. t: 
the story, noting miscues as prescribed in the manual of 
. • <o . . . 
Reading Miscue Inventory. · · " ' • • t. I \ 
The reading and re.telllng o~ •the story wer e · aud~i~-
' . .. ' . ' 
taped so that the wri.ter could later co.mplete an in-depth: 
' . ' . 
analysis 0~ ~ach reader 's miscues. · Duri~g the . 3~eek 
. 
Period in ~hich the writer obtained 
. •, ' ' ' ' ' ~ 
. . . ' the ·aamplea of .oral 
. . \ 
76 \ 
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' 
reading from the students, the Gates-MacGinitie Readin2· 
I 
17 
, _.!l'ests, Survey D, Form 1 (1968) was . administered to the 
r 
# 
students by the classroom teachers. The ,stu~~whose _ 
comprehension scores fell between 4.2 and 4.7 and between 
i.9 a~~ 5.4_ were ~ected fo.r the study. The five students 
wi~h- :re~din~ sc'o~es between 4 f ~ . and 5 ~ ~ were considered the 
proficiJ~ readers, and the five -with scores between 4.2 
and · 4.7, the iess proficient I;'eaders.· ' ) 
. . The findings indica.tEJ,d that both PJ:70ficient and 
· less: ploficient r7aders . utilized the cu-eing· \Y~te~s, .. b'!lt 
they .. d~d . ~~t"' utiLize the.rn equally. . ~he less prof.i.'c:Lent 
group of readers ipdicated a, heavi{er reliance on the 
graphophonic system than did the P.roficient readers. The 
mean. percent~ges, how~vet, ~ndicated . that both groups ~f -
. \ . 
reader's ~sed the ?rap_hopho(ic . cu,~irig syst_~rn. more extensively 
than either the syntactic ;ot thesemantic system. Both 
groups appeared to have good ·control of ' the syntactic struc- · 
I 
· r . \ .. 
t\tre of. 'the language. The· proficient reaaers produced more . 
rnis<fes which werE; ,serna~tically ac~eptable ·and . less .disrup-
,. . . . . . . 
ti ve of . rneSlning. Tlie less '.proficient readers tended to 
.. 
ignore a greater numbe'r of. miscues which d~srupted me~ning , .. 
. . .. . . 
an.d rather·· than regress ·and correct a misc~e, th~; 'tended 
to igno~~ · it, ~t . least orallyt and continued to ~ead on. · 
Conclusions and Dis'cussion ) 
1. Pr~ficient1nd.· less proficie~t . readf!r~ utilize the ... 
three· ouain19 8ys'a when r&a~tj. , Table~ .1 and 2 
»resent the extent f -the two groupe' reliance on the 
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graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic cueing systems. 'K. 
Goodman (1965) and McMullin (1980) found evidence to sUpport 
the contentionthat children ~se cu~s other than graphic 
ones when reading. Both these studies found that ch'i.ld'r'en 
~ 
were able to read more wo;rds in context than in isolation, 
be.cause when .. readirig in c;:ontext they had additional cues. 
, . . ... . . . . 
A stu~y. by.oodr:nan· and c. Blir~e -. (196~) which ~na~yz:d · 
·the miscties of fourth- and fifth-grade proficient .readers 
. ' . . . , . 
I 
. verifi~d ,the .Sil!lultan~o~~ us.e by '-reader~ of the three sys- • • . 
... . ,
terns. Mar!Jden • a ( 197'9) study · of kindergar-t.@n childrl:!n ., 
reveale~ .. that. t~e early reade~s u~ilized ·:1~'th7ee cuJing 
systems efficientl}\ The re~ults of studfe~ by Klng~78) • 
and Guzzetti (1982) . of Jieaders of differing ·aJ,i-1-iti:'es indi-
' • 0 
· cated . that ~o~ these groups of readers were able to utilize 
and i~tegrate information from the available cueing systemR • 
. . 
2. All readers do not use the systems equally. In a 
,•. 
_,.study of av~rage .and slow · readers-., "i. Goodman (1971) \_denti-
~ . ' 
fied "two major . d .ifferences ex_isting betw:een ·average and 
slow readers. One.of .these differences was ·the "average 
' ' ~ 
.. ' 
readers'• . ability tb eJpphasize one strategy to ~ gr'eater 




~r- 1 ) 
., K. Goodman and C • . Burk~ (1973) concluded· 
' 
., ,. . 
study that readers of different profici~ncy levels used 
• I I oi ; 1 • • • • " • 




inora. graphic, syntactic, · and ile~ntic informat~on th.an 
necessary; . causing a loaa in'~ea~in~. 
'• . ' f 
· ' 
I ' 
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-· 
The proficient read~rs in this study appe~red to 
79 
use the thre'e cue;i..ng systems· more consistently than the less 
.proficient~aders. The mean of - the proficient readers' mis-
' 
~ 
cues wi_th a high graphic similarity to the expected response • 
w I 
was,-55%' and the mean ' of . their miscues indicating that. they . 
\ ' 
were infp.1enced\ by . the syt:ltactic constrai!lts of the languag~ I 
was 51% .J More than one-th~rd·. (mean . s.core of 38) of the pro-: 
f -ficient readeFs •- misc~es were 'aemantically app~r~priate. The 
less proficien~ reader~ utili~ed the. graphophoni~ cu~s ~o~ 
. '\ - - ' . 
t}:l.an the ~of.icient readers. · The me!n of the less p~;ficient 
readers' miscues . displayi~g a high _graphic similarity•was 62%. 
• . f1i' • . . 
In this group the mean of .. miscues violating the synta-ctic 
structure of language \tas 50.%, and t:Qe mean of semantically 
appropriate miscues ,was, 29%. The less&proficient readers 
I 
appea:ted to have placed twice as much re.liance on graphic 
' cu,es as. on semant;ic cues. It would appear that they were .tar 
· mor~ncerned with·.wor4 identification, using mainly graphtc 
\ 
cues, than tpey were with reading for · meaning. Sollenne 
.. 
· ( 1976) found that the two groups used in he! study utilized 
· the cueing systems diff~rently whil~ • _re'adlng .~ She., examined 
• ' f • . . 
olqer ~ss . proficient readers and 'youngeti proficienj;...-oread'ers. . 
I ~ •.· , ·' · • 
I . . . .. 
The older ·less pro£d.cien~eaders relied··'lno~e heavily on the. 
' .. .. ' ' ' ' . 
semantic cueing .s.tstem,, .whi~e the\ younqer rea~ers f?eemed to 
. . . . . . 
. rely on the graphophonic cueing · system~ .The fact that older 
re~der~ had had more exp~ri,nqe ~nd a w~der conceptual b~ck~ 
ground m-ight have contribute~ .to 'their_ reliance on ·semant.ic 
~es. .· 
; . . -
. .. 
-. 
. . - "' . 
. . 























,,, . .. 
.. ,. 
3 •• Less 
than do pro f .i 
/ . 
.. 
readers produ.oe miscues having a 
to' the- exPected response 
The data revealed that the 
80 
less proficidnt reaqers in this study produced more miscues 
with a high graphic similarity to the teft stimulus than 
did the proficient readers. A tabulation of the miscues 
with no ·graphic similarit¥ indicated that the' proficie~t 
group had ·a · ,mean of -t'3%, a-nd ·the less proficient group a · 
I Q 
. -
·mean · of 14%. The less· p·ro'ficient readers produced•more 
miscue~ with. a high sound. similarity score than did the 
\. 
·proficient :readers. Tne mean score for a high so'und 
similarity. was lower than ehe high. graphic similarity score 
for both group-s •. Ac~ording to ~oung (19", miscues which 
. ' . \ 
consistently reflect .a higher graphic . than sound similarity 
.. 
score 
t • • • 
· may be pa-~ti y . ac!ounted for· by ~h.e irregularly- ;' 
spelled wo · which do. not follow the common . / 
gen'erali:z; iona of · ound to symbol correspondenc;:e. ' 
·ror example, the· substitutio~ of 11 through" (Oroo)/ 
for "though" Cbo) would have a h.igh .graphic · 
I similarity 'but rio sound similarity. ''"(p. 15) -
For both groups of readers in this study the g~aphic 
;proximity was higher than the sound ~~oxi~ity , scfre for all 
• 
but one reader in the less proficient group. The groups in 
J~ns~~ • s .C~- produced mi:Cues with higherr--, 
9ra~hic · similarity tlfan sound s 'imilarity. . She . suggested: 
. . ,
. When operating on graphic and phonemic cues only, · 
the reader must move ·through .th.Q graphic symbols 
to reach ·the phonemic realization. For this 
. l;'eason, the miscues are more likely. to look like. · 
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Poor readers in Hu-Pei Au's (1977) study produced 
more miscues that indicated reliance on the graphophonic sys-
tern than did good readers. In a 4-year study by K. Goodman 
and C. Burke (1968) the data indicated ·that th~ le~s pro-
ficient readers tended to . produce more 'graphically simil,ar 
miscues . th.an the proficient readers, . whose miscues tended ·--
more. t ·o integrate the syntcy:t,i~ and. sem~ntic systems ·with 
. / . . . . 
the ·graphic input, resulting in . ~ore complex ·miscues.· :Other 
. . . . ' . . .. 
s:tudies , have found c~nflicti.ng _res~lts. · Weber (1969), in an 
analysis of oral reading erro~s of first ,graders, · fo~nd that 
. / . ' 
the better readers· prod~ced mis~ues ~hich were graphically 
similar to ·the text. Top and middle abili~y readers in a 
study conduc-ted by 'Biemiller ~1970) showed ~ larger percentage 
·of graphic substitutions than the lower· ability group •. 
~"- 1 Brody•·s ( 1973 )· study of profi'cient . and rem~dial readers ' 
' 
t 
ranging from third to sixth graders found that the proficient 
-group · showed greater strength than the re~edial .group in . the 
• ' • ..... • ;. • I< .. • 
.. -~se of graphic and phonemic c~es. Similar res~lts were 
. . . \ . . 
repo;ted 'by. Eagan ( 1976) ~ who found :that ~he h_igh rea~ef in 
. . \ . 
first grade used the most graphic information, th~ · averaj~-
' readers used less, and the low. readers ·used the ·least graphic 
. ' - ~ ~ 
'\ ... ' . . \,_ 
information from whole ·words. 
4.- P:toficiept readersproduce a hi9her number o~ syn-
~ . 
tactically accept~ble miscues than less proficient reade~s: 
• ~ • ,. f 
In this study; the ~ean of the profici~nt readers' miscues 
res~lting in totally grammatic~lly acceptable structures'was 
,, 
. , . 
•• /· 
-1 { 
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51% cbmpared to ·a mean of 42% for the less proficient group. 
. 
. . 
Each mis;cue was coded in terms of its g'rammatical 
function and that of the exp~cted response. A tabulation 
.;. 
~ l 
of the miscues · indicated that 72% of the .Proficient grou~•s 
and 58% of the less _proficient group'~ ·rniscues .were of the. 
' . "· ~ . 
same gr~mmatlcal ·function <:lS · the . exllected responses. · ·, 
By the time a ~hild ··beginf? to' read he has· con...; 
siderable ·competency in 'the syntax ,of. his spoken language. 
• I_ \• 'if I •' 
. . . . 
Jensen ( 1972) su.ggeste~ that since ~he beginning reader has 
. . . ~ - . 
acqu'ired th;is competency· in the · grammatical rules of the 
' . 
spoken languag~, whic~ are the same i~ the written language, 




• Shearer ~1982), in a study -·of good and __poor 
readers, revealed tha~ t~e good readers produced a nigher 
mean score ' of syntactically appropriate erro~s than th~ 
poor ·gr~t;p. . Ih an analysi{ of good and poor. fo11rth-grade . 
' . 
r·eader~, Misanchuck ( 1978) found that the good rea~ers 
produced' ' '1l • ..g~;ter·· mean 1of miscues that· were syntactically 
. . . . ' 
acceptable tha,n d~d the poor re~~ers •.. Other · studies wh;i.ch 
. ' 
support the findings of this study were those conducted by 
. . . .. ' 
Jensen~ (1972·) .and a·ro¢ty (1973). In the above studies, · 
the· finding that profici,ent readers produced rnO're · syntacti_-
cfilly a.c'ceptable mi~?c~e~ ~han les~ profici~nt r~aders 
" •• ' • : . . · , 1 . 
indicates t'nat proficient· readers ·ar~ better ~-iible to predict · * 
• Jl • • ~· .... • . ' • ' 
,. ·- • , . . • , ; ·' l 
and anti~ipate the ' qramm~tical · st~uc~ure of the· text. ' clay 
. . ' ·~ ' 
.· 
(1968, 1'969 t, Solienne , ( 1976), ~nd Weber ( 1970 f, however . 
' ' r ,~ • ~ ~· . ~ ,.. .• 
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found that good and poor readers did not differ in utilizing 
syntactic information. i ·· 
Proficient readers -produce a higher number of 
semantically a:ceptable mi~cues than less proficient 
- ' 
readers. Miscues are coded separately ·for syntactic· and 
sema~tic acceptability. A miscue .can be syntactically 
accepta~le but not ' semantically acceptable. _For example, if 
•, . 
' . 
a_~reader . produ.ces the ·miscue gran :_ for .-.- '~He gave the })orse 
grain," ne/she has p:r;oduc'ed a.. I!'is'cue which _results in a -
grarnm;ticall~ ·acceptable structure~_ bu~ince-:-the miscue _ is 
' - ' 
.: 
a nonsense word the .. reader has. not produced_ a sentence which 
is semantically acceptable •" In this study, the mean of the 
proficient readers' semantically acceptable miscues was 38%, 
, . 
while the less prof~cient grqup's ~ean for semantically 
. - . 
acceptable misc~es was 29%. While the total number of 
'· .· 
miscues which were semantically accept_abl~ within the / . . . 
- . . . ' 
passage was considerably less than those graphically/ 
• • phonemically· similar, the number of miscues which were 
' ' 
. I , • . 
totally and/or partially semantically ac.ceptable .ranged'from 
70 to 8Q% for both groups. This indicates that 20 to ; 30%· of 
• .•I • I 
i. • 
the group's miscues were totally semantically 'unacceptable. ' 
·- . ( ' 
.'  Readers produce a . greater percentage of totally .. 
semantically unacceptable ·miscues than ,syntactically 
.unac.9eptable miscues (it; Goodman & c. Burke, 1973). · In 
. th-~s '~t-~dy·, :1,.9% o~ the._pro~~ r~.~ders• ~iscues we.re 
to~ally semantically unacceptab~e ~ and 1'2\ were a·ynta~t'i-
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84 
proficient readers' miscues were semantical-ly unacceptable, 
and 18% syntactically unacceptable. There is a wide range 
between the two categories for the less proficient readers 
(18 to 29%) than for the prof~cient ·readers (12 to 19~). 
The reader in the· prof~cient group with the highest per:-
centage .. of. t~tally semantically unacceptable miscu~; also 
' i 
had the lowest retelling score. 
D Other st.udies which found that better . r.eaders tended 
. 
not to v~olate semantic constraints as muqh as poorer 
·. 
readers ar~ those conducted by Jensen <.1972), Y ·~Goodman 
(1971), and Hu-Pei Au . (1977)~ Other studies, however, 
. 
. ' 
contradict claims that good readers utilize contextual • 
• L • • , 
info~maEion better than poor !eaders (Weber,. 1969; Biemiller, 
1970). Y. Goodman (1971) stated: 
When miscues are semantically- rel.a'ted they 
suggest good reading strategy- since the reader 
is obviously .reading oral~y something which he 
has· already processed · in a meaningful way and he 
· is not producing miscues randomly. 'synonyms, 
substitutions and other semantically related. 
substitutions in reading should be an indication ~ 
that the reader is reading for meaning at least 
at that ppint in the text. (p. 48) 
6. Less proficient r.eaders produce a higher precentage 
i ... I • 
of miscues which result in ·meaning change. The mean of the 
proficient reader:s' miscues which disr.upted . the mean.i,ng of 
' the p~ssage was 3J% Cf:>mpal;'ed to a · mean of 40% for the 'less 
proficient readers. Jensen (1972) found that the 'proficient 
' · ' ·-
readers in her study, ·were more successful at producing . mis- '' 
' • ' ' ' I 
', 
cues which retained fueaning .than were· the weak readers. In 
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a study of readers of varying proficiency levels K. Goodman 
and C. Burke ( 1973) tabulated the percentages of semanti-
cally acceptable miscue~ _which· altered meaning. They found 
that both the low.and high groupsramong the higher grades 
.. 
~ 
tended ·to produce miscues which caused less semantic change. 
Proficiency as wel\ as_ jiade level_ related· to •the ·percentage 
of miscues· ~c:ausing :·meaning change, with the proficient 
readers having lower percen:tages. In a study of ·fourth- and 
fifth-grade proficient readers, K. Goodman and C. Bu_rke 
(1968) found· that 59% of t~ders' miscues resulted in 
changed meaning. · ~ . . · · · 
7. Proficient readers ~orrect a higher perc,.~ta~7··~ . 
mi'scues than less proficient readers. Self-correction \' 
occurs when tl;le reader realizes be has made a· responiSe which. 
_,. 
differs from the text. Correctio~s ari important element 
of the reading process. It is an indication that· the reader . .. 
. ~ 
is aware that he has made an error, he feels the need to 
' 
correct it, and he is able to reprocess the information and 
make .the correction (K. Goodman & 'C. Burke, 1973). The 
. pr~fi ·cient .readers i~ this study oorr~cted a h~gher p~z:cent­
, aglj! of miscues than th~ less. proficient readers. . The per-
. / . 
centage of correct tons ;6:_nged. from ~8 to 6 3%. . With the. . 
.. 
except:on -~f one s:udent, ge.nerally the miscues·· corre~r.e 
th'ose which '.disrupted rne~n.ing. Student b; however, . corrected ·· 
. ~ ' . ~ 
G3% .of. h~r miscues·. of ~ which only 33% re:aulted .in a change ln • 
• . . . . I . : 
meaning. .'l'h'e SCO~!!" i~ the ' over-c6r·~~cti0h ·.Oolump for this 
- "' . ' l , - f • • 
. ' . . . ~ 
I 
~ • ~ /! ' 











. . . I 
reader was 30%. It appears that even though this reader 
.relied less heavi~y' on graphoph&nic cues than ~n · synbactlc 
and· ·semantio ,;cues, .she opvious.ly equates reading witn ·pro-
. . . . 
o.duc£~g :·the e~ac~ . re~:pon!:J.¢a th~t.· are ~ri. the text . . Ill . this . 
study, the ' mean 'score for the miscues cprrected was.: .34% for · 
th~ proficient group, and 29%. for the less _ profic~ent · gro~p. 
' . . ) 
· -The writer of this stud·y. tabu~tedo fo~ each group 
I , \ 
the miscues which whether 'totally or p~rti~lly syntacti~ 
' cally unacceptable· were cor'rected. 
" ~ 
The proficient readers 
• 
corrected more miscues which violated the ·syntacti'c con-:. 
.. . 
'straints of the whole sent~nce than did the le~ proficient 
readers~ The groups cprrected 40 and 33%~ ~espective1y, of 
t .iJI . . 
totally/partially unacceptab-le miscues. The miscues semanti-
cally ynacceptable but corrected were tabulated for each 
group. The proficient readers were more aware of disrupted 
. . 
meaning. They corr~cted 39% of their miscues which ·were 4( 
totally/partia11y_unacceptable, while the -less profic:i,ei'lt . 
readers corrected 32% of .the miscues in this category: 
Both groups showed a ·slightly greater awar~ness of violation 
of the synta:ctic con-straints than . of the semantic. Je'ns'en 
(1972) found similar' results among proficient ~nd l~ss 
proficient re~ders. 
·~ r 
Recht ( 1976), · i~ a re~earch stud.] invoi;ing. chiidrep 
. ' · \ . ' 
from gr~dea· two to six~ an~~y.zed . their s~cces~f~lly · cor~-
:r.ect.ed miscues and compared them 'with compr:dhension; grade 
.- ' . ....._..;....-! ' . . \• ' 
level, . ability~ and ·/thEt .. total number of miscues. ··. S!H~ · fo~nd . 
' . .\ '. 
-
-~ 
r··· . ... \ .... ~r . I 
. •· I' . . ~ :. ·' 
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that as the children became more proficient at reading. 
.. . . .. -
they exhibited w~ll developed correction stra~egie~. They 
. . 
. " . 
corrected a large· percentage ·o~. th~ir· miscues,· .and tho~e .• . · 
I) • .• 
rea~er~' who comprehended the text ttti•liz~d .th.e correct~i::m .· ·~· . 
stra~egy ·· consistently. :According to Recht, ._.h.is !ioUgge'st~d . 
, ' ' I • , 'f' .. 
-their · ttwarene.ss :. of ~ ~/ misgues wh~ch distor.ted ~tr~ctur.e :lor ~~. . ... . ! · 
'• ' I 
. . . . ' 
meaning" .. :Cp>.63.4 r. 
0 
• so.e, suggested 
. . . 
th~\ children ~liotild : be ·· .. .. · .. 
to · "<:orrect -.'~~e~ .'what . 'th~;,·\ .. . ( · . ~ encourag~d to r~gress and a~te~pt 
ar'e reac;ling -does not make sense . . Self-corr·ection. i ·s . not,. · ·· .· 
• c. • .. . • 
. "" · . 
,.r 
. ' • • • 0 0 . . ' 
only a learning experience foi: the reader but. , it; . al$,0. pro-
t) t ~· I 
~ . . 
vides information· to the teacher about how the- child' :is . .· . 
;~nterac~ing ~it~ print, ,;_nd .H provides :~~ig~{,. t~e , ;:' 
1 
.... 
reading process. Jensen (1972) empnasized , the need for :, , · · ., 





















. ca .. 
.. 
child,ren to· devei~p the· skill ~( co'r~e,Ction,. She stated~ .. . :' .. ·,, 
. , . ' . . . . ;, 
• • • • \ ' •• • : ~ • : • ... • •• & ' • • • • • • • " ·. 
· Cdrrectfon strategy. is an .· extremely . imp~}:'tanf .factor ;'·.:. . . . ' · 
separating proficient from weaker readers.,- But.. ·. · . - ~ ~ 
.. COhrrebcti~l· ~n reveadl~1:a ·.~~ehpe~. dUI_l<!~rlyin1ci compete~e, . ':+. ,:·::-. ··,. , . .. t e a ~ty ~to ea 1 w~t , . re~ l..!lg. as : an~uage.. Pro- · ... :, .. , . 
· ficient rea~ers process . written ·language with he: . . ,, .... . ·-~· 
knowledge t at reading .II\u.st sourid . li,k·e language and · · ':.' · · · • ·,· 
· must nave . m aning. · WlteJ1 a miscue disrupts;. ei t~. r · · ·. · '" 
grammar .or eaning, , it is likely .. to .)>e cor'reC'teq · 
by" the good! reader. (p. 138) .. ... 0 : • •. 
.. . ' ( .' . ~ 
a. 
·, 
. .. t ' \"• ' . . • . . . : : ) 
Less prof'i·~l~nt r~·adei:'fi do. riot · c~rrect· a ·highe~ per::-· .' ·.·. > . 
. ~ . . . . .. . ' .. 
'centage "'f. ·semantical~y ac;?e·p~able\.m~s~e·~· t~an profic~·ent _ ; . . .' .. ··. : · 
~ t • • ' ~ • ~.eadets. '}:'~e miscues in this s~udy . w~·e · ~xam~ried to ~e.ter~ : .. , 1- · 
. . , · -~-.: · ; . · . . . . : . ... ·.:.· . . 
mine . which group of x:eaders · crorrected ·a hiqher ~er8entaqe : of .: . . 
1 




• ' ' ' I. ' ' ' ~ ' : ·. ' , ~ I • '\ , ' ' ';, , ' 1 • • f •, ' 1 ?.•)'' :·\ I ·, • ' 
· semantica.+ly acceptable . misc~es ~ .: It· wc\s expecte'd :that ·the · · " 
.' ,• 
""t ' ' ' I ' , ... ' ' \• ' • :. f' ' • · '·:.. . • ~ • \ • ' ', \·. • ' 1 ·, • ,. .... ~. • 
.less.proficie'ht would . correct -more . of ,\.tli.f.s type , of mis·cue. ' . ·" .. ' 
'" ' 1 • ' ) ' f o•'• ' f I •' ' '\ o i ' • • ' • ' , • 
'The d'ata revealed the ~ppo~lte: • . .''!'he. p~o'£1~i·~~t"q~o~~~ c6r~ · .. ··· '" 
• • • ' • • • ; I • ' • • • • ~ • • I ' • \: ' I ' • :I ' I .. ~· ' • 
. .. 
rected a slightl'yJ high~r percentage of .iniBQ':les whioh ":Jere 
' ' .. I : .. ~ I • 
., \·0· 
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I 
... I ·•• , . ' . ' • s~~nticaily accept~ble. ~?ent D's over-correct~ng 30%. 
• I ....._, 
Of her acce~e ~is'cue~ l)IOS't ,like.J.y contributed tO tl)is 
J • 
finding. 
~ . ~ 
· While th~ recvHng range of the two groups of readers· 
-- -----
• 
.examined i~ this .study was . :r.:~i~tively srnaJ_l (i.e"; from 6' 
:- • 't ........ 
. ........... .. . , 
rno:t;l.ths above ~rade· lev~l to 6 rnon€~~ below· grade- level), -
., . , ~ . . I . - -
. . ' ~ '-- . - . . . ' . 
·,similarities and di~ferences exi.st in· t.h~ir · u~'e of the .cue-
'-:. 
"; · _ing systems and the strategies ·which they use. The profi-
...... ... . \ . . ~ ' . •'· . 
·e:~~nit r~ad~rs u·~e less' gra~hop~nic~~ue~ ~n~ tnore sy~tic 
- - ·, - ' 1 ' 
1 t • • , ' , ,. . , ' • 
and';~ema,nt.ic ·cues- than .. the l~ss· ' pr~ficieht readers. Pr'Qfi_..., 
' 9~ent '\·eaders . a~e- rn9re' conce~ned' that. reading sho~ld ~und 
. ' -- .. 
like language, ·and- ·they ~ .tq be m9~e aware of. semantic-
• . - ..! • .. .' . - ' '\...,_ ' -..:.. ·. • 
cha.~ge. _ Profi'cient read~rs produce more rnisc_ues re_EJulting 
• \ ' • • . I • • 
in no ·toss. in c~mprenension. They regress more frequently ~ -.· 
. . . . 
to correct wh~re there is a los~ of pr a change in· meaning. 
B~th g_roups are ,rnQre sens~t.ive to 
. . ,~ ' 
. ~ . 
s~mantic constraints of. langua~e. 
- 0 ~ • 
the s~tactic -than the 
t · ' · - rm~l~cati~~:\o ~I ~of Readin 
.. 
. , -. -
'A psycholing~iitic' iew of reading is one t~a~ con-
, ' . . , . \ 
, • • . I 
s~de~~, readi~g to . b~ an .inte~c~ion 0~ _thought and l~nguag~: 
The· em~ in :teadi~_g is pla~ed an ~eanih9 r~t.her than ~:>n 
~r-apn~~ic pr~ce~s-ing<' . Ps~~~<;>lin;uist~ focus more on the 
. \- ' .. 
process of reading ~~an on' specific procedures and methods 
' ~ ' ) . 'Y . . . . • 
of in~truetion. They are c6ncerne~ ·abou~~what the child is 
• ' I I \ o :;. ' 
doing when he is.read-ing and what ' inf.~tion he utilizes . 
'_during the reading act (Melvin, 197~L · By the time a child 
• # . •• • • . 
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B9 
he/she _h_as already mastered much of the o~sics needed to 
"* • ( 
become a·fiuent re~er. The child br~ngs ~ th: r~ading 
act a f~ knowledg~ of the synta~ o~ the language. He/she 
........ _ 
int~itively. ·J<no~ ' that words t;_9ke on a certain order .if an 
idea is . to be communicated. · Most children use co~rect 
~ -
tenses in their oral language_and can ?PPlY correct word 
They have a feel for language and- can recognize 
. .. I f ~-~i.p.g~. 
when . 'it devia-.~s from the nqrmal lang.ua-~atterns. Chil- ' -
1 ...









.' · ' "" . . "" drem . e·nter -_ school with varying experiential backgrounds. ~ 
T~e experiences which·· some children bri~g are .more r-~ativ~' .- . ' 
• • • r " -.............. I 
' i'--... . . . 
to \;he con"e,p7s and, s.tory ideas presented ·in ba.sal readers.\.~
than -~~- 'those of other childr~n. These .childr~n have an • ::::, 
. • . r ' 
added,. advantage over •children who have not had the same,. kind 
of exp~'liences. - Other chi~dren, w~ile%e;:;may not have h·ad 
. ... " . . . 
the type of expe~iences which are related to basal reader , 
•• 
stories, do: however, --have .. an experiential background which 
. ..._____ 
----; 
they, too, , bring to the readiilg<~;>rocess and which teach~r ~ 
.. 
must utilize. Children who are fortunate enough to have had 
-..._____ \ 
· ' books read to 'them already may know that ~ading is a left 
"· 
' . 
to right process. Indeed, some children ·are _alrea¢ly reading 
without ha'('ing received any fo;mal readitg i~structio~.-- . 
• 
Childr~n will only become fluent readers by reading~-
Teachers, perhaps, ought. to keep this uppermost in ~heir 
• 
minds. Children need to be provided w1th ·a variety of 
I 
' ' ~ 
a~equate, interesting, and .app~ling read~ng mat~ri~ls · .• 
- . ' 
•which ' match their reading aoi~ities. But more impor~antly 
I 



























. A . 
. Children who ?o not 
~~e to read need to be encouraged to do so, and a 1/~·althy 
' I . 
schedules to read for sheer enjoyment. 
attitude 'towards· reading nE:_eds to be developed. SJhith 
~ (1978) considered it the primary function of reading 
1 
'teachers '"to ensure that children have ·adequate opportunity 
• 
to read" (p. 1~.:7) • 
' . ' .. --. Teachers need to ensure that children Have an 
I 
' tJndersta~ding of whatrei!iding ls'. From · the; writer's 
I • ' 
experience, all too Often a child's concept of: reading· is · . 
• • · • ' t I • ' · ' 
' ' 
.tar be able to·· successfully,;i:denti~y or say · a_:J.~ · ~f t.})..f words. 
. ' · .. ~ ' \. 
They __ seem· to fail to real'~ze tha ~ under_ly~ng .' the· pr.in·t ~ 
there· 'is an ;i;nte.nded mes.s.age, and that ~h~ purpc:>se. o~ _~ead;-:­
ing as. to bring meaning to the. print·. K. Goodm~n ' '(1982) 
- . . \ . ., ' . . 
confirmed this whe.n he •stated, '~The reader s.tarts with a 
graph'ic display, printed or _handwritten, and if 'he is 
-
SUCCeSSfUl 1 he' endS With mea'ning 1 a recOnStrUCtiOn Of the · 
.. 
' . ··"" Instructional materials need writer's message" ·cp. 20). 
t 
to be matched to the child's reading ability in Order to 
avoid frustration. Both the instructional and independent 
reading' material should contain writt~n language structures 
similar to the child's own language .in order that what the 
child reads, sounds like .language. .  
, K. Goodman ·:and c. Burke '(1973) su9gested that the 
miscue ·"provides a window on the reading prbcess" {p. 319). 
By exami ning a c~ild • s miscues the teacher c'an gain insight 
. ,into the readirnj process and determipe "how . the reader 



























strategies h~/she has a·cquired. All three cueing systems 
t 
are important and children need' to become skilled .. in using 
· • th~m simultaneously ratner than -'to rely too heavily upon 
one of th.em. 
~11 readers do not use the cueing systems equally. 
A reader whose miscues indicate that he/she is a_lready 
' ~ • , ' . 4 "-
,depending pri.warily on ~~ap.ho~h6-n'ic-·-c_u~i3 \ a~d\ no~ maki~g 
s~ma~tically .. and;\ _syntact~ca~ly constrai~e~\ rii'i;;cues d~es.L_- . . 
not need instruc.tio~ in utilizing _the · graph~c ' system. .. 
- \ 
' For this child·, instruction needs ~o ·focus on en~bling 
' ' ' . 
him/her to. become more aware of the: syntactic\ and 
. - ' • \ 
' . 1 . . . . constra1.nts of anguage structure. .Emphasl.s -must 
. \ ~ ' ' \ 
s.emant.i:.c 
be placed 
on n\eaning . 
• 
The -teacher can help the child understand that· 
• 
proficient re~ders ~ke miscu~s as'well, and ~hat not all 
of one's miscues need to be corrected. Children need.to 
\ 1. 0 
realize that,only rn~scties which disrupt meaning_~eed .~or-
., .-ection. Teachers can encourage children tO' use. 'he self- · 
correction strategy to sample, predict, test, and confirm • 
.. 
They- must av.oid the urge to interject l.n order to provide 
-. 
the child with the needed word. Self-correction is an · 
important reading strategy which readers need to develop 
and use. 
Based on research findings, Al"len '(1976) offered 
the.se reconunendations to reading teachers! 
L Children bring strengths,. to the reading task. The 
. \ 
-
teacher needs to · emphas.i:ie these. ch~ldren are able 
• 
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' \,. 
to use oral language skills competently and ' "r~ding 
(and w~iting) should be regarded as. a further extensio~ 
.Jo 
of this -development, not as a complete new set of ·c9m-
munication skills" (p. 1111. 
Provide ch~ldren _with ample 
~ ./ . 
It is po'ssible .for . .c_hil~en 
• • ) 
opportunities fo~ ,r~adi~g~. 
•t 
to have very little time 
. . ' . ·; . 
. . . ; 
. for actual .reading if a great deal _of time is ·spent on 
- . 'I • 
{ 
word lists and teaching, 'skillt ·in isola.toion. · .'Help 
. . . . ·' . . . . . .. : . .. •.. b.:.. . . :·.. . .• . . 






3. 'Emphasize s~rategies rat~r than . skills. -- ~elp ·children· 
,.. ........ _ ' 
. . . ... -........_. 
develop meaning seeking strategies· where~y 'tpey l=lo-.n<?,t 
' il . . 
lose meaniltg when they meet difficult· words. ~Two.· 
t' 
overridipg strategfes tha.t all readers n~ed · to employ 
.. ' 
are the constant asking of two qu~slioqs: Does.what I 
. . .. 















. I, ,, 
j-",· 
I 
"' l "\ 
) 
Young (1978), in sugg~st.ing ways to foster effective 
·-- __ .. ____ _ - - ,.--4----+---
learn~ng strategies, sugg~sted: 
_ Helping ' learners improve their rkading strategies, 
then, should' be · ITie~ning"!""r ien t _ed. Ins true tion may 
provide either greate:z;.;·.attention to use _ot. context 
or emphasis on graphic cues within a contextual jV 
set~ing ,, depending o"n the learner's pattern of mis-
cues. The teacher must select materials which a·re. --\ .-
meaningful t-o the readers and, therefore, predictab;e 
and provide. instruction whlch promO'\:es confldence 
and a willingness to make prediction-s":"' · (p. 23) 
·Children will learn to rea~ by reading. · They .ought 
to be exposed to a · wide 'variety of children.' If literature 
.._ ' 
and encouraged to become -involved 
' ' 
Reading material . ~hat is r~levant 
in i~pen~ent reading. 
and m~ingful must be 
' I 
' 0 /,. 
I I 
~/ 
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J . 
· provided for them: Most schoo1s t<;>day .have a central 
' 
library where childrerr may obtain books. 
•• • l'l\ 
In addition . to 
. 
this source of-reading ma~erials, the' classroom. needs to 
,: be 'equipped .with ~ suppiy of .book§ ~o which the ;h~ldrem 
. .. . , 
93 
have easy a1ccess. Gener~)ly, children·, especially if they 
. . ' c 
. are reluctantc_ reade.r§ 1 _ teti.a. to;be attracted 'more to pa,_per-
.. • ..• -- . t • . -- . • 
·• .backs .o A rea<ry _ .s~pply~· -of these c;ou1d be placed 'on 'the . 
~· ' I • 0 • &.:1 . • ' 
, . . -classro~ll\ _b~okshetv~s. · ·:.Thi-s i~ . ~o~ -~~ ~ugg~st· 'tba_~ ·the 
' , . · child~~n . not use the school lib.ra~y_ • . · ··wo~ksh~ps G:,an be 
/ • · org~ni j•d to have~ tea1D consi)ung .of parents , teachers, 
. , /· . , . · ·and .the. school iibrarian--if there· is one--::become involved, 




. t . • ·.. • . " 
in g~tt.l.ng children "tur.J?,ed on" to · 'read~_J?,g. · Pare!lt ·groups·· .. 
' '"till • "# W" ' I 
. can be encouraged tQ allocate a~y availabie rurids' t6wards · 
. library. n'tateri.;tls. • 
'· , . 
_. Children have ~~ their. disposal· three sources of · 
information.:.-graphoplio·ni9, 'syntactic, and sernfiritl_c. 
. .. ~ . . .. lrofi;... 
. £ . . ~ n ormat~on as Is. necessary cieht read 

























I. .. r ... 
Teac~ers ' need to help ··cni"""l..-d~r-=e·==n_.,d~~c::-v=-=e:-;lr:o=-=p:-'---:;---------J----:-. ' to obtain· meaning . 
. : _C\nd · i~prove \!-.~eir reading strategies' ,. so that they. are able 
to use• the cueing syJt:e~s effic~~ntly and effecti~ely;-\ 
, r 
Teachers ·also need;to encourage readers to take risks when 
they encounter difficulties,· and -~0 conv~y to them that the 
emphasis in r~adi.ng is on meaning rather than · on exact word 
;! • ' 
identification • 
• 
·- '.. .._ 
' . 
,• 
_ M': _ ...... _ 
"' ' . 
' ,, ,.:--r,•JY, ... r ·""- 11 
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I I ' 
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Recomrnend'ations·for Further Research 
I ' 
1. · A similar study shpuld be carried out with a larger 
... .. ,{', 
sampl~ than that used in this study. 
. ... . . 
2. . This study usea. groups of readers with a narrow range 
i in reading abi·l'ities {i .. e:, 6 m.onth.s .below gr:ade level 
·· and 6 months above grade levefl). It ·is re'cornmended 
t" . " • . • ' . ~ ·~·-. ·~ ;;;:-. ... _ • 
I ~·hat a . study' involving gro~ps with .a wider r~ncje · in· 





'I .. ! 
. ' 
- . \' . 
t. 
. . •· .· abi~i~!' would' i<;lentify g~e~-~~r: s~mii~it~~s ·, a?d . d~.~f~~~- · 
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. , t: . ' 0 • • • 
· ·3~ Th~ miscues of fourth-grade readers w e . analyzed: 
., • I • ~ • ' t 
' ·" • - \ <'~ I I ·' 
·.Readers_ of_ ~ di_ffereh~ , g:ade le~e~ m~g~- -be. ~nalyzed 
.to determine .similai;"i'f;.ies and diff~ren~ in their use 
. 
of the cueing ' systerns~ 
4. The sample. used ±n· this stuay w~s · .. from ~ .~rural area 'in .,.,. " 
. . 
'Newfoundland. A ~imilar sample of fourth graders from 
~ • t • 


















A longitudinal study of ~ p~ofic:i_ent ~nd ~e"'ss .J. profic~ent 
readers at _fourth..:grade . . level and again at sixth- or. 
· .~eventh-grade level might ideptify whether or not . 
~hanges· occur ·Jn .the use: 'of • the cueing· systems ·as 
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April 14, 1980 
. 
I am presently•involved in completing the require-
ments for the Master of Education degree from Memorial 
University. The project on which I am working involves a 
s:tudy of children 1 s oral reading and the strategies which 
they use in this process. · 
· Over the next e~ght or n~ne,. weeks I would like to 
gather data by tape recording a sample reaq~ng from e.ach- . 
of the students in the Grade Four Classes at St. Lawrence 
School, Por.tugal Cove. The data gathered wil·l not be · used 
on an individual basis but 1;-ather will b.e compiled on, a 
group basis. Names of students will not be used in the 
study. However, information collected may be of benefit 
to future classroom instruction for the .students. This 
matter has been discussed with the school principal, Mr • . 
Hopbs, and he has granted me permission to obtain the 
data provided tha ~ you are ~ a~reement. 
Some o·f the parents are aware that I am on the staff 
at St. 1Lawrence School as a remedial reading teacher. I 
. would greatly appreciate your cooperation in this .matter. 
If you have no objections to my ,using a sample of ~---­
reading., would ·you please p!ace your signature at the 
bottom of this letter and return it to me. 
. i 









(Sgd.) Kathryn Billard 
(Mr·s.) Kathryn Billard 
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